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SAAI Service Board
Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO/ Region III Delegate:
Graciela M.

Standing Committees
Audio Library - Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives - Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates - Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Sara M.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media Help Needed
•
Health Fairs Help Needed
Literature
Chair: Janet F.
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative - Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: Lynn G.
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day - Lynn G.
•
Unity Day - Lynn G.
•
Slumber Falls Retreat
Welcome Back/ Newcomer
Meeting - Lea B.

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story or one liner to:
!
saoaswan@gmail.com

"The Swan/El Cisne"
2012: A Year for Servie Beyond the Group Level?!
By: Elaine L.
The OA Tools of Recovery pamphlet
summarizes the OA tool, Service, this
way: "Any form of service that helps
reach a fellow sufferer adds to the quality
of our own recovery. Members can give
service by getting to meetings, putting
away chairs, putting out literature and
talking to newcomers. Beyond the group
level, a member can serve as Intergroup
representative, committee chair, region
representative or Conference
delegate" (The Tools of Recovery,
abridged).

train me since I had never been a
treasurer. I experienced first hand her
patience and her willingness to teach me a
new skill. I took this opportunity to add
my workplace skills to my Treasurer role. I
documented every step Barbara F. taught
me so I could pass this information along
to the next Treasurer. I learned how to
think like a Treasurer and that has also
helped me in my professional life.
But I didn't start service beyond the group
level by being a treasurer. I served as a
group representative when I first came to
OA in 1994 in another city. I learned how
an Intergroup practices traditions, and
seeing this in action made it easier to
practice the traditions at home and work.
When I moved to San Antonio in 1998, I
was continuing my education so I focused
my service at the group level, and
eventually served as Intergroup
representative. However, when my
schooling ended in 2001, I volunteered to
be SAAI Chair. I needed to practice
Tradition 7, being self-supporting because I
relied on others to carry on this work
while I was back at college. I was scared
to serve as Chair. This was a new
opportunity and though I had seen others
do this, now I was doing it. I learned my
Higher Power was big enough to handle
my fear and walk me through this service.

I am currently serving as San Antonio
Area Intergroup (SAAI) Treasurer. Why,
you ask, do I do this? The answer is
simple: I get more out of service than I
give, and that is not a cliche. I find the
longer I am abstinent and in recovery, the
more I need service beyond the group
level. I need the fellowship that I find each
month at the SAAI meeting, held the
second Saturday of each month at Church
of Reconciliation. At our monthly business
meeting, group representatives share
meeting updates and receive information
about SAAI, Region III, and OA
worldwide. I see OA members I don't
normally see at my home meetings. I
catch up on how their recovery is going,
and I share how my recovery is going,
too. But it isn't only the fellowship and
information sharing. I get to develop and
share the my recovery gifts in my service I share my experience because in April
position.
2012 the SAAI nominating committee will
be coming to OA members to ask if you
For the last several years, my day job
will prayerfully consider doing service
requires I work on a large, complex
beyond the group level.You can start now
project bringing together five different
by serving as Intergroup representative
groups who have their own way of
for your home meeting. Consider
working. It is ambiguous work and it can strengthening your recovery doing service
take a long time to achieve measurable
to "...abstain from compulsive eating...[by]
results. Being the SAAI treasurer gives me us[ing] some or all of OA's nine tools of
something concrete and tangible every
recovery to help us practice the Twelve
month. I first served as treasurer in
Steps and Twelve Traditions" (The Tools of
2005-2007. One of our stalwart OA
Recovery, abridged).
members, Barbara F., took the time to

Announcement:
Unity Day
Saturday,
February 25, 2012
1-3:30pm
Anyone and everyone
encouraged to attend!
Shearer Hills Baptist
Church
12615 San Pedro
San Antonio, TX 78216
between Nakoma &
Bitters on the West side of
281 on the frontage road
Do not turn on Interpark,
stay on frontage road
Call Barbara D 637-7203
or Lynn 240-3277 to
volunteer or for details
Announcement:
Monthly Sponsoring
Workshops
Next one: Saturday,
February 4, 2012
SPONSORING:
A Workshop in the Basics
The 1st Saturday of every
month at 10am-11am
(shortly after the 8:30
meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of
Loop 410)
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Recovery Quotes
“For many of us, fear, worry, and anxiety played a key role in our lives robbing us of joy
and keeping us from fulfilling our dreams.”
--The 12 Steps and 12 Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous, p. 37
“Just staying abstinent--if it’s all I can do today-- is reaching for recovery.”
--For Today, p. 167
“It is not to great of a leap of faith to believe that this shared love was a Power greater
than ourselves that could lead us to sanity. The love of the group, then, became our
Higher Power.”
-- The 12 Steps and 12 Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous, p. 14
“I do not need to fear failure. I need, rather the peace of mind that comes with taking the
action that I have been putting off.”
--For Today, p. 168

WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

In Step One, we learn the principle of honesty as we admit our personal
powerlessness over food…that without help we cannot successfully manage our
own lives. -- The 12 Steps and 12 Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous (p. 103)
Delegates at OA’s 2011 World Service Business Conference approved a definition for the
action plan tool and expanded the definition of abstinence. Please make note of the
following new text for the Tools of Recovery pamphlet:
The Tools of Recovery, page 2: In Overeaters Anonymous (OA), the Statement on
Abstinence and Recovery is “Abstinence is the action of refraining from compulsive eating
and compulsive food behaviors while working towards or maintaing a healthy body
weight. Spiritual, emotional and physical recovery is the result of living the Overeaters
Anonymous Twelve-Step program.”
The Tools of Recovery, page 5: (Insert after “Literature” and before “Anonymity”) Action
Plan: An action plan is the process of identifying and implementing attainable actions, both
daily and long-term, that are necessary to support our individual abstinence and
emotional, spiritual and physical recovery. While the plan is ours, tailored to our own
recovery process, most of us find it important to work with a sponsor, fellow OA
member and/or appropriate professional to help us create it. This tool, like our plan of
eating, may vary widely among members and may need to be adjusted as we progress in
our recovery.
	

For example, a newcomer's action plan might focus on planning, shopping for and
preparing food. Some members may need a regular fitness routine to improve strength
and health, while others may need to set exercise limits in order to attain more balance.
Some of us may need an action plan that includes time for meditation and relaxation or
provides strategies for balancing work, personal interactions with family and friends, and
our program. Others may need help to organize their homes; deal with their finances; and
address medical, dental or mental health issues.
	

Along with working the Steps on a daily basis, an action plan may incorporate use
of the other OA tools to bring structure, balance and manageability into our lives. As we
use this tool, we find that we develop a feeling of serenity and continue to grow
emotionally and spiritually while we make measurable progress one day at a time.
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We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

OA Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Email

A Word on the 12th step from the Region III Twelfth Step Within Chair:
What can I do as an individual to carry the OA message through emotional recovery?
Here are some ideas discussed during the 2011 WSBC Forum:
• Emotional actions demonstrate recovery and help me to have what others want
• No matter the roller coaster of emotions, we have to stay abstinent
• Stabilizing the emotional highs and lows helps me to stay balanced
• My emotional recovery keeps me out of everybody’s business
• I am the message carrier, not the message. Study the steps.
• My emotional recovery speaks for itself, and others see it demonstrated
• You can’t go around it, you have to go through it
• I am no longer a ping pong ball - I am consistent
• Emotional balance is about learning how we feel, we find our voice instead of suffering
and we achieve freedom from fear.

oasanantonio@gmail.com

“I put my hand in
yours and together
we can do what we
could never do
alone.”

About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area
Intergroup)

The primary purpose of
the San Antonio Area
Intergroup is to aid those
with the problem of
compulsive eating
through the Twelve Steps
of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to
serve and represent the
OA groups from which
the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service
Board is organized for
the support of and is
directly responsible to,
local member OA Groups
(re: Ninth Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered
with the World Service
Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous
and may be reached at:
P.O. Box 5458, San
Antonio, Texas, 78201

OA Slogans
We Will Love you until you can Love Yourself
There is no Magic in Recovery Only Miracles
Work all the Steps not just the ones you dislike least
If you Fail to plan You plan to Fail
Short Version of the Serenity Prayer Fix it or forget it
KISS Keep it Simple Stupid
Fear = Face Everything and Recover
Recovery is a Journey Not a Destination
Religion is Made Made Made God isn't
That's not my food
OA has a Wrench to fit every nut that walks through the door
One bite is too Much and a Thousand is never enough
We came to OA to save our Butt and found out that our soul was attached
If God is your Co-pilot Switch Seats
You can't do it alone but only you can do it
Don't eat no matter What No Matter What
Powerless Does not mean Helplessness
Help is only a Phone Call Away
Be as Passionate about the Program as you were about the food
I don't have a eating problem I have a thinking problem
Nothing is so bad that Compulsive Overeating won't make it worse
I am not Alone
Keeping Coming back until you hear your story
God does for me What I can't do for myself

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Feb 4 at 10am
Feb 11 at 9:45am
Feb 11 at 10am

Sponsoring: A Workshop in the Basics
Church of Reconcilation
S.A.A.I. Monthly Business Meeting: Church of the Reconciliation, Brigid Room
(Everyone is welcome to attend)
S.A.A.I. Welcome Back/ Newcomer Meeting
Church of the Reconciliation

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D., 210-492-5400 or www.OASanAntonio.com
Public Information/ Public Outreach

Media

Public Information/ Public Outreach

Health Fairs

Can’t get to a face-toface meeting?
Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

SAAI Audio Library has
CDs with outstanding speakers
sharing their own experience,
strength and hope working the
steps, using the tools and living
the program. A great recovery
message is waiting for you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.
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San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Revised: Dec 5, 2011
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com
SUN

5:00 P.M.

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/ Discussion
and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

Literature: Currently
Big Book

MON

7:00 P.M.

Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/ Discussion

"Virtual" Speakers

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Literatura/ discusion

Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/ html/
speakers.php

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

MON

7:30 P.M.

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Bandera Road Community Church, Genesis
Building in the Under the Sea Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

WED
Miercoles

8:30 A.M.

La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

Literatura/ discusion

WED

7:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study
Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket

THURS
Boerne

10:00 A.M.

Boerne Meeting Joins SAAI
Chrysalis Counseling Center
905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006

Literature
OA 12 & 12 /
Discussion

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

meeting changes, etc..

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/ discusion

Email:

FRI

9:30 A.M.

N.E. Christian Church
2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

SAT

8:30 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Topic

1st SAT

10:00 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

Online or Telephone
Meetings
http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Website
www.OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The
Swan/ El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great
recovery one liner or
story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

!

"The Swan/El Cisne"

February 2012

Step 9: Amends to Myself

SAAI Service Board
Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO/ Region III Delegate:
Graciela M.

Standing Committees
Audio Library - Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives - Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates - Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Sara M.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media Help Needed
•
Health Fairs Help Needed
Literature
Chair: Janet F.
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative - Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: Lynn G.
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat
Welcome Back/ Newcomer
Meeting - Lea B.

Dear ______,
I apologize. I realize the many ways I
have hurt you and been unfair to you.
While I have patience toward others, I
have been impatient toward you.
While I have shown tolerance toward
others, I have been intolerant toward
you. While I would do almost anything
for others, without hesitation, I have
balked at helping you in many ways. I
haven't done for you what I would do
for others, including strangers. When
your answers or ideas on something
differ from another, I assume the other
person is correct. I haven't valued
you. I've done just about the opposite;
I have not appreciated you for the
things you do, let alone, just for
"being."
I have judged you unfairly, mentally
and emotionally abusing you while
overlooking and readily accepting the
human flaws of others. I have held
you back from starting or completing
something for fear of it not being
perfect, and pretending "good
enough" doesn't even exist. In my
apparent "need" to see you struggle to
be perfect, I have told you that you
did a poor job on this or that. I have
caused you fear, sometimes to the
point of immobilization, when you are
making even the smallest decision.
I have generalized my skewed and
dishonest appraisal of you to every
part of your life. I have said things to

you like..."Others could have done a
better job; As a matter of fact,
everyone does things better than you.
You’re no good, you never were, and
you never will be. No wonder you don’t
have any, or almost, no friends. I’ve
even told you that it is hard to be
around you."
Lastly, I have told you, you were a bad
dad. I have compared you to the best I
see in others; Even worse, I have
unfairly compared you to yourself of
the past, before injuries, illnesses,
lower self-esteem, and the natural
aging process. I see you always falling
short of this mark. Incidentally, I was
the main cause of your lower selfesteem.
I’ve been the cause of your all-ornothing mentality, destroying any
sense of balance in your life. If you
can’t be the best, being the worst is
equal to second best. Eating 500
calories more than your goal is exactly
the same as eating 5000 calories
more.
And for all that, I am sorry. I apologize
for all these wrongs, and with God’s
help I will rectify this behavior to the
best of my ability. I might even change
your attitude of how you view yourself,
not needing to compare yourself to
others. You are a precious child of God
and God can perform miracles you
can’t even imagine.
Love, _______

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story or one liner to:
!
saoaswan@gmail.com

WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

I guard my abstinence and my program as though they were my dearest
possessions–and they are.
For Today (p. 66)
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We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

OA Meeting Info
210-492-5400

Recovery Quotes:
What OA Means to Me
OA is a Fellowship with a friendly atmosphere, which gives comfort, the inexpressible comfort of
feeling safe with people, Having neither to weigh thoughts nor measure words, But pouring all,
right out, just as they are; chaff and grain together
Certain that faithful friendly hands will take and sift them. Keep what is worth keeping, and with a
breath of comfort, Blow the rest away.
--Lifeline, January 1969
I’ve never regretted becoming abstinent. Having a normal weight and feeling good is better than
any food can ever taste.
--Lifeline, December 2008

Email
oasanantonio@gmail.com

“I put my hand in
yours and together
we can do what we
could never do
alone.”

About S.A.A.I.

Announcement:
Unity Day
Saturday,
February 25, 2012
1-3:30pm
Anyone and everyone encouraged to attend!
Shearer Hills Baptist Church
12615 San Pedro
San Antonio, TX 78216
between Nakoma & Bitters on the West side
of 281 on the frontage road Do not turn on
Interpark, stay on frontage road
Call Barbara D 637-7203 or Lynn 240-3277
to volunteer or for details

(San Antonio Area
Intergroup)

The primary purpose of
the San Antonio Area
Intergroup is to aid those
with the problem of
compulsive eating
through the Twelve Steps
of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to
serve and represent the
OA groups from which
the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service
Board is organized for
the support of and is
directly responsible to,
local member OA Groups
(re: Ninth Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered
with the World Service
Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous
and may be reached at:
P.O. Box 5458, San
Antonio, Texas, 78201

Announcement:
Monthly Sponsoring Workshops
Next one: Saturday, March, 3, 2012
SPONSORING:
A Workshop in the Basics
The 1st Saturday of every month at
10am-11am (shortly after the 8:30 meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest & Barrington; outside of
Loop 410)

Announcement:
NO MATTER WHAT: It takes what it takes
Hosted by Austin, TX OA Saturday 9am meeting Group # 12518
We will have abstinent speakers and breakout sessions for newcomers and relapsers and
maintainers, a panel on sponsorship and more.
The conference will run from 10am - 5pm on Saturday, Feb 18, at the same church where the
Saturday morning meets
-St Martin’s Evangelical Lutheran Church at 16th and Rio Grande, Austin, TX (606 West 15th
Street 78701)
Admission is free - basket will be passed for 7th tradition contributions
It will be a bring-your-own-lunch affair-microwaves and refigerators available- and much
fellowship!
For questions, please email OARhondaH@gmail.com, Rhonda H.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
March 3 at 10am
March 10 at 9:45am
March 10 at 10am

Sponsoring: A Workshop in the Basics
Church of Reconcilation
S.A.A.I. Monthly Business Meeting: Church of the Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is welcome to attend)
S.A.A.I. Welcome Back/ Newcomer Meeting
Church of the Reconciliation

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D., 210-492-5400 or www.OASanAntonio.com
Public Information/ Public Outreach

Media

Public Information/ Public Outreach

Health Fairs

Can’t get to a face-toface meeting?
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Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Revised: Jan 24, 2011
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library has
CDs with outstanding speakers
sharing their own experience,
strength and hope working the
steps, using the tools and living
the program. A great recovery
message is waiting for you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

SUN

5:00 P.M.

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/ Discussion
and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Literature: Currently Big
Book

Online or Telephone
Meetings

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

MON

7:00 P.M.

Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/ Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/ discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

"Virtual" Speakers
Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/ html/
speakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)

TUES

10:00 A.M. Bandera Road Community Church, Genesis
Building in the Under the Sea Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

WED
Miercoles

8:30 A.M.

La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

Literatura/ discusion

WED

7:30 P.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study

THURS
Boerne

10:00 A.M.

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

meeting changes, etc..

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/ discusion

Email:

FRI

9:30 A.M.

N.E. Christian Church
2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

SAT

8:30 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Topic

1st SAT

10:00 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring Workshop

Email:

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business Meeting

saoaswan@gmail.com

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Website
www.OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The
Swan/ El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great
recovery one liner or
story?

Boerne Meeting Joins SAAI
Literature
Chrysalis Counseling Center
OA 12 & 12 / Discussion
905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006

!

March 2012

SAAI Service Board

"The Swan/El Cisne"
Article by Larisa L.

Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO/ Region III Delegate:
Graciela M.

Standing Committees
Audio Library - Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives - Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates 	

JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Sara M.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative - Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: Lynn G.
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat
Welcome Back/ Newcomer
Meeting - Lea B.

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
! or one liner to:
story
saoaswan@gmail.com

I am 18 years old and currently
working the Overeaters Anonymous
program to the best of my ability. I came into
the program a little less than two years ago
(God willing I’ll be celebrating my second
OA birthday this month). I came through the
doors of my first meeting driven by
desperation. Though I only weighed about
140 pounds, I thought about food all the
time. I planned and fantasized about when I
could be alone and eat. I snuck around the
house, stealing bits of junk from the fridge
and cabinets. I then ran into my room or
bathroom to eat them as fast as I could.
When I was doing homework, I would take
“breaks” every half hour to get a snack. I
couldn’t focus on anything for longer than a
few minutes before food crept into my mind,
calling me to the kitchen. Grazing wasn’t my
only problem. I had a group of friends who
were also “big eaters,” and when we went
out I ate as much junk food as was available
(or as much as I could afford with my
allowance). It was alright, of course, because
all my friends were doing it too. However, by
age 16, I started to get desperate. My level of
exercise didn’t keep the weight off anymore.
My stomach kept expanding. I was always
hungry. Worst of all, I couldn’t stop thinking
about food. When I awoke, I thought about
how I could get away with eating chocolate
for breakfast. At night, I struggled to stay in
bed and not get up for a midnight bite. It got
so bad that I couldn’t imagine the mental
torture of being ruled by food for even one
more day, let alone life. I considered, though
never tried, suicide. Though I refused to talk
about it or acknowledge it, I was seriously
depressed; my life was unbearable. One
night, coming home from a birthday party
where I had eaten three times as much as
anyone else (I was hyper-aware of how much
others ate, even more mental torture), I
realized that I still wanted to eat. I wasn’t
even full. I sat down and started weeping. I
had hit my bottom.

A family member in another 12 Step
program looked up OA meetings on the
internet, and took me to one the next week.
At my first meeting, I met a wonderful woman
(it was just the two of us in the meeting!) who
told me she had 30 years of abstinence from
sugar, flour, and compulsive food behaviors. I
couldn’t believe it. She radiated serenity and
health. I wanted her recovery so badly, but I
was unwilling to do what she suggested: follow
the “grey sheet” food plan. While I could
understand the need for abstinence from
sugar, I couldn’t comprehend not eating flour.
How could I live without flour?! Nearly
everything I ate had some form of the white
powder in it. So, for a month, I tried my own
“easier, softer way.” I planned meals, tried to
stay away from sugar, then went on terrible
binges. It was like my eating before OA, only
now I knew there was another way of eating,
another way of living. It’s true what they say:
OA “ruined” my eating. Every day I got more
and more desperate to get what my sponsor
had! Finally, after a month of guilt and
frustration, I was willing to do whatever it
took to find freedom from my food obsession.
I adopted the “grey sheet,” planned meals,
weighed and measured all of my food, and,
finally, abstained from both sugar and flour.
My abstinence has had to change due
to an increase in my activity level, and the
longer I am in program, the more I realize that
there are some times I need to be flexible
about weighing and measuring. I don’t like to
set myself apart from other teenagers, and I
don’t weigh and measure my food in public
places like restaurants. However, even though
it has been “messy” at times, I’ve kept my
baseline abstinence. It’s not alway fun and
sometimes my peers call me “weird” (like
when I bring canned sardines to tennis
tournaments). But, abstinence really is the
most important thing in my life without
exception; without abstinence, I wouldn’t have
any of the things I am grateful for in my life
today.

WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

I am thankful that I learned that abstinence–not adherence to a particular way of
eating–is the goal.

We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

Announcement:
Monthly Sponsoring Workshops
Next one: Saturday, April 7, 2012
SPONSORING:
A Workshop in the Basics
The 1st Saturday of every month
at 10am-11am (shortly after the
8:30 meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop 410)

OA Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Email
oasanantonio@gmail.com
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(Article continued from Page 1)
I could go on and on about the benefits of physical recovery, but I think it is also
important to give credit to the role the Steps have played in my program. I’ll just put this
out there: working the Steps sucks. Why in the world would I want to look at the past
(oh that ugly past!), my character defects, and how I’ve hurt people? It’s nasty to be
truthful about what I’ve done. I can’t even describe how afraid I was during my first 5th
Step. I thought for sure my sponsor would recoil in horror when I told her about the
dirty secrets from my childhood. She didn’t of course, and the freedom I felt from
admitting these wrongs was like losing 10,000 pounds. That experience has kept me on
the path of recovery. I know it works. (Getting myself to JUST DO IT is the problem I
have sometimes).
I can’t adequately describe how grateful I am to be in Overeaters Anonymous. In
these past two years, I’ve done and felt things that I couldn’t even dream of doing before
O.A. Best of all, I now have an entire community of people I can go to at any time for
support. Because I’m an addict, I qualify to sit in a room full of amazing people and be a
part of something bigger than myself. Though I’ve struggled to believe in a Higher Power, I
have absolute faith in OA. Even two years in, the group is still my God, the Power I can
turn to and take solace in at any time. I know that no matter what problems life throws
at me (or what problems I create for myself), as long as I stay abstinent and keep coming
back to meetings, everything will be okay.
I often get the comment, “You’re so lucky to be in program at a young age.” I
couldn’t agree more. I am so grateful to this program and the people that I have met in
it. This year, I plan to attend college and possibly move cross country. I’m nervous and
excited all at once. I know that if I do move I’ll miss the San Antonio fellowship
immensely. My time in this program has been the happiest of my entire life. I am so
grateful to Overeaters Anonymous and everyone in it! You make recovery possible for
me. Thank you.

About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and is
directly responsible to, local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with the
World Service Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous and may be
reached at:

Recovery Quotes:
You don’t have to be perfect, just wiling.
-A Guide for Sponsors, p 14
I may indeed be very busy, but I wont have a life if I dont put my program first.
-A New Beginning, p 14
Every time I give service without counting the hours I give or looking for any reward, I
am filled with freedom, friendship, joy, and abstinent recovery.
-Voices of Recovery, p 284

COMING ATTRACTIONS
April 7 at 10am
April 14 at 9:45am
April 14 at 10am

P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio, Texas,

“I put my hand in yours and
together we can do what
we could never do alone.”

Sponsoring: A Workshop in the Basics
Church of Reconcilation
S.A.A.I. Monthly Business Meeting: Church of the Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is welcome to attend)
S.A.A.I. Welcome Back/ Newcomer Meeting
Church of the Reconciliation

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D., 210-492-5400 or www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

Public Information/ Public Outreach

Media and Health Fairs
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Can’t get to a face-toface meeting?
Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Revised: March 10, 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library has
CDs with outstanding speakers
sharing their own experience,
strength and hope working the
steps, using the tools and living
the program. A great recovery
message is waiting for you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Online or Telephone
Meetings

Marilyn W
(210) 333-2843

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

Literature:
Currently Big Book

MON

7:00 P.M.

Sara M
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(208) 283-1241 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Sara M
(208) 283-1241

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

"Virtual" Speakers
Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/ html/
speakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Website
www.OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion
Literatura/
discusion

WED

7:30 P.M.

Amanda G
(210) 219-3295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study

THURS
Boerne

10:00 A.M.

Kathryn
(210) 771-2459

Boerne Meeting Joins SAAI
Chrysalis Counseling Center
905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006

Literature
OA 12 & 12 /
Discussion

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

meeting changes, etc..

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
discusion

Email:

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The
Swan/ El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great
recovery one liner or
story?
Email:

1st SAT

Sharon
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
10:00 A.M.
Sara M
(208) 283-1241

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Sara M
(208) 283-1241

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

saoaswan@gmail.com

April 2012

!
SAAI Service Board
Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.

Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO/ Region III Delegate:
Graciela M.

Standing Committees
Audio Library - Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives - Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates 	

JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Sara M.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative - Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: Lynn G.
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat
Welcome Back/ Newcomer
Meeting - Lea B.

"The Swan/El Cisne"
Program after Surgery
by Leigh
Five months ago I had surgery on my
jaw to correct a crossbite. It was broken
in 3 places and was reconstructed with 3
metal plates and 12 screws. But let's back
up a week. I was given an entire packet of
recipes of things that I could eat. Let's
just say most of them were not made with
foods that are not on my food plan. They
were all smoothies. I had problems with
ice cream and smoothie desserts before I
was in program. But I got the idea in my
head that since the Dr. said I could eat it,
then it would be OK to eat it. I ate soup
and V8 like my sponsor wanted me to,
but against my better judgement, I
decided that it would be OK to eat sugarfree ice cream and other dessert-like
foods. Well, I started adding little things
like a teaspoon of peanut butter to my
sugar-free chocolate banana shakes for
the "protein" (when protein powder was
enough). Somehow I thought I could
control my eating behaviors, but, really,
who was I kidding? My recovery was put
on the back burner for weeks. I read
literature a little, wrote a little, but the
only connection I had to program was
speaking to my sponsor. When I really

started healing, I no longer had to eat such
a restricted diet. But at that point, I found
myself not being able to stop eating these
foods. It started to spiral out of control. I
thought about lying about what I was
eating to my sponsor. That is why I
decided that I needed be rigorously honest.
At this point I knew that I had lost my
abstinence. But it was really a relief.
Getting honest about the food both with
my sponsor and myself. I was ready to start
a healthy, new food plan. But that wasn't
all. During all of this, the last thing on my
mind was keeping in touch with my Higher
Power. He was there. I just wasn't listening
to Him. I hadn't stopped in silent
meditation and prayed in a long time. It has
always had to be a conscious effort for me.
Another thing that has kept me abstinent is
my attending more meetings. I try to go at
least 3 days a week. Just being in the
presence of compulsive overeaters helps
my program immensely. I am now back to
working the steps with my patient, caring
sponsor, and it is well worth the payoff.
And as my favorite quote says, "It works
when you work it, so work it cause you're
worth it!"

Recovery Quotes:
My sponsor said, ‘Act as if you believe, and some day the desire will become reality.’
Because I trusted my sponsor and wanted the kind of recovery I saw in her, I acted as if I
had a loving God in my life. Eventually, in conjunction with my own spiritual awakening,
the desire became reality.
Seeking the Spiritual Path (p. 20)
You don’t have to be perfect–just willing.
A Guide for Sponsors (p. 14)

We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:

!

www.oasanantonio.org

The program is not meant to be worked alone, and many OA members attribute their
progress to the fact that someone took a special interest in them.
A Guide for Sponsors (p. 2)

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story or one liner to:
saoaswan@gmail.com
Thank you everyone for your
submissions! Submissions
are printed in the order
received, please keep
sending!!!

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D.,
210-492-5400 or
www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

Public Information/
Public Outreach

Media and
Health
Fairs

COMING
ATTRACTIONS
May 5 Sponsoring: A Workshop
at
in the Basics
10am Church of Reconcilation
May 12 S.A.A.I. Monthly Business
at
Meeting: Church of the
9:45am Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is
welcome to attend)
May 12 S.A.A.I. Welcome Back/
at
Newcomer Meeting
10am Church of the
Reconciliation

OA Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Email

April 2012
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Fighting the Good Fight
By Amanda G
I was hungry. Dinnertime. I passed the grocery store where I
bought most of my binge foods. I passed my favorite fast food
restaurant. I passed the convenience store that had those deserts I
loved so much. I drove home. I walked upstairs. I let the dogs out. I
sat down and ate my dinner. I sighed in relief: another day of
abstinence.
I am a Compulsive Overeater. I would go grocery shopping
and buy every addiction food I could get my hands on. They were
dropped into my shopping cart night after night, day after day. It
didn’t matter the time or where I was or what I had to do to get the
food I wanted. I could be sitting at home in bed, half asleep, and if
a craving hit, I was out the door with my wallet in hand and ready
to make a 30-minute trip to the store if necessary.
I was so far gone in my disease that I acted in ways I never
imagined: I lied to my friends and family, I avoided buying new
clothes, I never went out, and I even ate from the trashcan when I
threw away a binge food I later decided I wanted to eat. I yelled at
my mother for no reason. I became irrational and angry and
depressed all in the same moment. I convinced myself that in order
to get myself “back on track” I needed to binge so much I would
make myself physically and emotionally sick – although I got sick,
the plan didn’t work. I even I tried my brilliant idea twice before I
gave up on it. On New Years Eve I found myself at an OA meeting
for the first time in my life, but that did not give me abstinence. I
kept going to meetings, I found a sponsor, and I started to make
connections with people. I still did not get abstinent.
That was my life until 11 days ago. I woke up and my first
thought did not revolve around food. I did not immediately throw
my food plan to the wind and go out for donuts and chocolate milk.
I had some serenity in my head for the first time in over a year. I
had been fighting myself for so long, and I had long ago lost the
pleasure in compulsive overeating. I ate to numb the pain. I ate to
pass the time. I ate because eating is simply what I did now. I live
alone, so no one was a witness to what I did with food. My friends
and family, what few friends I still had left, were never around to
see my antics. In fact, I made sure even strangers did not witness
my shame. I drove out of my way to different grocery stores and
wore bulky, oversized clothing so people would not recognize me,
and I even made sure when I drove while eating that I stopped just
right so people couldn’t look at me.
What changed? What made me wake up and find my
abstinence? I’m still trying to pinpoint it exactly, but I know what
triggered my recovery: a side conversation between friends that I

oasanantonio@gmail.com

(Fighting the Good Fight continued on page 3)
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happened to overhear. Greysheet: a way of eating I have never heard of before. My friends
explained the concept to me and I was instantly intrigued. Although the food did not perfectly
match my plan, I really liked the structure of the program. Eat three meals a day, spaced out four
and five hours respectively. A concept so simple, but something I had not heard or even
considered in a very long time. That night when I got home I didn’t dwell on it or debate or make
up a pro/con list. I went to bed with peace of mind and when I woke up I began my recovery.
I ate my breakfast and set a timer to go off in 4 hours. I ate again. I set another timer to go
off in 5 hours. This became my routine and I forced myself in my own way not to rebel. I didn’t
even consider going off my plan; I didn’t allow myself to have those thoughts, because I know that
if I did I would be at the grocery store binging in 5 seconds flat. The second and third day was
the hardest for me. I knew that I could very easily go back to binging if I wanted. Why not? I had
been doing it for a year now, what is another day in the grand scheme of things?
Today, 11 days later, I am so grateful that my Higher Power guided me those first few days,
because I can now look in a mirror without cringing. I can see my old self-reemerging. It is a slow
process, but I am not crying myself to sleep at night and I’m not hiding in my closet so I don’t
have to watch myself dress. I’m not avoiding the mirror like I used to. My clothes are still much
too large a size and I still have a lot more weight today than I did a year ago, but the mental
clarity is downright mind-blowing. When I came to OA it was after a yearlong train wreck. January
of 2011, I celebrated losing 80 pounds over the course of a year. January of 2012, I walked into
OA in desperation to help me lose the pounds I had gained back.
I was so lost in the food I did not even realize the sanctity of the program that I had found.
It took me seventy days before I found my abstinence. Seventy days to discover my Higher Power
and begin my spiritual journey to recovery. I never once gave up on the program; I always knew
that OA was where I belonged. I continued going to meetings, I read the literature, and I worked
with a sponsor. I had good days and bad days, mostly bad days, but I was so ashamed of my bad
days I glossed them over. I went to a meeting and then I went home and binged. I binged and
cried and asked myself why I couldn’t be a stronger person.
I did not come to OA with a profound spiritual belief. In fact, I was adamant that my Higher
Power would be my meeting and nothing beyond that. However, my beliefs have changed and I
am grateful. One of my favorite passages from the Big Book is “abandon yourself to God as you
understand God. Admit your faults to Him and to your fellows. Clear away the wreckage of your
past. Give freely of what you find and join us. We shall be with you in the Fellowship of the Spirit,
and you will surely meet some of us as you trudge the Road of Happy Destiny (p.64).”
I am trudging my way towards recovery. The fog is lifting and everyday my cravings subside
a little more. Physically, I no longer have cravings. I don’t want the food anymore. It’s the disease
that I’m fighting now. I will fight today. I will fight tomorrow. And I will fight a good fight every
day for the rest of my life, because my health is worth it. My happiness is worth it. My peace of
mind is worth it. I have a disease. However, I refuse to let the disease conquer me.

WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

Our promise of recovery is in every OA meeting when we join hands, pray together and joyously, lovingly encourage
one another:Keep coming back!
Overeaters Anonymous, 2nd edition (p. 17)
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Notes from Big Book Study in January 2012
with Bob D. from Las Vegas

Pompousness – If I suspect you might not like me I’m going to
not like you first.

Notes by Mark S

Spiritual sickness – when I am so full of myself that God can’t
talk to me.

Compulsive overeating doesn’t care what I think.

When I am spiritually right I don’t have to explain, justify,
rationalize or defend.

The solution will never be found within the problem.

Until I see myself in the big book the program is academic.

I cannot fill up inside vacancies with outside stuff.

I never ponder myself deeply and come away joyous.

A good sponsor will be concerned with what I do, not with
how I feel.

I compulsively overate because it freed me of the bondage of
self, but when the food stopped working I became a prisoner.

For recovery to happen, I must set myself aside and take
action I may not feel like taking (helping others).

All 12 steps are designed to facilitate what is in the third step
prayer.

The 12 steps don’t work until after I work them.

The problem is not with reality, but with my perceptions
about it. What’s happening is not what makes me crazy, but
my judgment about about it.

There is no treatment for the phenomenon of craving.
Compulsive overeating uses my own mind against me – it
convinces me it’s all my idea.
The problem with my compulsive overeating is not lack of
faith but lack of power.
I must conduct my life as if God exists. It doesn’t matter what
I believe, but what I do.
Most of my prejudices I don’t recognize as prejudices because
I am ego-dominant.

I will change my past with the fourth step, meaning that the
past may not change, but my perception about it will.
With the third step prayer, I make my life none of my
business. It is a synchronistic, contractual agreement with
God.
If my recovery is just about me, it’s crap. Recovery is not selfhelp, but self-abandonment.
I am not my thoughts; I am the idiot that listens to them.

I must become childlike – setting aside everything I think I
know.

Once I do the fourth step, I’ll no longer be able to sell myself
the bill of goods that I’m a victim.

I have to act my way into right thinking; I cannot think my way
into right acting. Start acting as if God is there – don’t wonder
about it or think about it.

The fourth step is ego reduction in-depth.

When I run my life on how I feel I become a hypocrite.
If I start to act as if God exists, He’ll start to show up in my
life.
If you want me to act selfishly, you have to get me afraid-it is
the muscle of my ego.
When I’m in my head I’m disconnected from me.
Playing God equals anxiety and conflict.

Once I have a resentment I have an unshakable perception of
that person, because my ego has the need to be right.
The more thought I give to a resentment, the more wrong
they become and the more right I become.
Hurt people hurt people-they cannot help it. People hurt me
because they are driven by fear and pain – like me.
Recognizing this changes how I look at them – they are me.
Amends is mending separation between me and God and
you. There should be no ego involved.
(Continued on page 5)

Announcement:
Monthly Sponsoring
Workshops
Next one: Saturday, May 5,
2012
SPONSORING:
A Workshop in the Basics
The 1st Saturday of every
month at 10am-11am
(shortly after the 8:30
meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop
410)

April 2012
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(Continued from page 4)
My incompleteness is a blessing-without it I wouldn’t need you or God. This “Divine
Dissatisfaction” drives me to grow along spiritual lines.
A spiritual axiom (an axiom is something that is always true): when I am disturbed there is
something that is wrong with me.
Explaining myself to my sponsor instead of giving just the facts is a form of manipulation.
Self-reliance will always fail me.
I make my fears come true by defending against them.
Trust vs. faith: acting and living my life as if I’m in God’s hands.
Trust is like a muscle: the more I exercise it the stronger it gets.
It’s more important to act like I trust God than to feel like I trust God.
Self-centeredness is the activator for all of my character defects.

About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to
aid those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and
is directly responsible to, local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with
the World Service Office
(WSO) of Overeaters
Anonymous and may be reached
at:
P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio,
Texas, 78201
“I put my hand in yours
and together we can do
what we could never do
alone.”

Because I think like a compulsive overeater the more I stare at a problem the bigger it gets.
I ate my problems like I compulsively ate – my responses are exaggerated because I am an
extreme example of self-will run riot.
I lie because I am afraid.
Without God I can’t, but without me God won’t.
In doing step 6 correctly I am completely surrendered-in God’s hands.
I don’t try to manage or remove my character defects myself. When I willfully fight against my
character defects I give them more power. I trust God to do the work.
Every character defect has a secret hidden value – a reason that I hold on to it. There is an
illusion of value that causes me to hold on.
In recovery, my primary, number one purpose is my usefulness to others.
When emotion and intellect battle, emotion always wins.
A spiritual malady requires continuous spiritual treatment.

Step 11 is designed to re-align me with what I did in step 3-to re-align my will with
God’s will.
I pray only for God’s will for me – I never tell God what I want Him to do. To instruct
the creator of the universe is the vainest thing I could ever do.
Doing for others is the way to fill my inner vacancies. I must turn my thoughts to
who I can help.
The more I put myself out there to help, the more I’ll receive.
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Can’t get to a face-toface meeting?
Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Revised: March 10, 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library has
CDs with outstanding speakers
sharing their own experience,
strength and hope working the
steps, using the tools and living
the program. A great recovery
message is waiting for you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Marilyn W
(210) 333-2843

Literature:
Currently Big Book

Online or Telephone
Meetings

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

MON

7:00 P.M.

Sara M
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(208) 283-1241 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Sara M
(208) 283-1241

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

"Virtual" Speakers
Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/ html/
speakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Website
www.OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The
Swan/ El Cisne”,
up to date messages,
meeting changes, etc..

7:30 P.M.

Amanda G
(210) 219-3295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study

THURS
Boerne

10:00 A.M.

Sarah
(210) 846-6211

Boerne Meeting Joins SAAI
Chrysalis Counseling Center
905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006

Literature
OA 12 & 12 /
Discussion

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
discusion

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

Heard a great
recovery one liner or
story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

Literatura/
discusion

WED

Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

1st SAT

Sharon
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
10:00 A.M.
Sara M
(208) 283-1241

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Sara M
(208) 283-1241

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

!

May 2012

"The Swan/El Cisne"
Abstinence
by Mark S

SAAI Service Board
Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO Delegate: OPEN
Region III Delegate: Graciela M.

Standing Committees
Audio Library - Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives - Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates 	

JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Mark S.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative - Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: Lynn G.
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat
Welcome Back/ Newcomer
Meeting - Lea B.

!

I’m so grateful for how my life has changed
since joining OA. My preoccupation with food
has diminished, I’m losing weight and eating
healthier, I’ve made friends in the program,
and most importantly, I now have a
relationship with a God of my understanding
based on love and trust.

understand the importance of abstinence in my
program.
“My recovery is dependent on my being
abstinent, but abstinence is only a cornerstone
of my recovery. It is a state of mind, a sense of
clarity, a release from the burden that my
disease wants to give me.” (Defining
Abstinence, Lifeline November 2006)

Being human, I still sometimes struggle with
the “stuff” in my head (fear, selfcenteredness, self-pity). So I am also grateful These words jumped off the page. Up until this
point, I had seen abstinence as a burden,
for the way God seems to surprise me with
because it reminded me of all the deprivation
the right spiritual insight at the right time.
of the countless diets and eating programs I’d
At a meeting, a friend in the program
tried in the past that never worked. But I know
suggested that we tidy up our literature
now that abstinence in OA is different.
inventory by giving away some of the old
Paradoxically, abstinence allows me to live
Lifeline magazines. They were passed
freely, simply because when it comes to my
around the meeting and I brought a couple of behavior with food, I am relying on a power
them home.
greater than myself rather than on my own
willpower. Abstinence opens a space for HP to
Not long ago, I was in a bit of a funk, and
come in and do for me what I cannot do for
picked up the November 2006 issue. I found myself.
some wisdom that brought me one of those
spiritual “aha” moments I so treasure in this
“God wants [me] to be happy. Knowing I
program. More often than not, these
cannot be happy if I overeat, I pray to feel
moments come when I’m finally ready to stop God’s love surrounding me, protecting me and
doing things my way.
providing the nourishment I need. No matter
what happens, no matter where I am, it is
Most of the issue was devoted to the subject possible to be abstinent.” (Rising to the
of abstinence. As a relative newcomer to the Challenge, Lifeline November 2006)
program, I was still wrestling with the concept
of abstinence. And as I read this nearly 6
I am a compulsive eater who is powerless over
year old issue of Lifeline, I realized the
food. When I first made that admission to
concepts I was reading about were not
myself, to God, and to my friends in the
necessarily anything new. I’d heard them
program, it gave me a sense of comfort, of
from my sponsor and other people in the
hope, and of belonging. It stands to reason
program, or had perhaps read about them in that if I am powerless over food, abstinence is
other OA literature. But the way my brain
critical to my happiness, my serenity, and my
works, sometimes I have to hear the right
recovery. Am I going to do it perfectly?
thing in just the right way at just the right time Probably not. But I know today there is a direct
in order for it to move from my head to my
and distinct correlation between my
heart. Below are a couple of the things I read commitment to abstinence and my relationship
(in italics) and how they’ve helped me
with God.

WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

Don’t forget that when the heart is heavy and resistance is low, and the mind is
troubled and confused, there is much comfort in a true and understanding friend
standing by. You have that friend in Overeaters Anonymous.
Before You Take That First Compulsive Bite, Remember…

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story or one liner to:
saoaswan@gmail.com
Thank you everyone for your
submissions! Submissions
are printed in the order
received, please keep
sending!!!

We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D.,
210-492-5400 or
www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

Public Information/
Public Outreach

Media and
Health
Fairs

COMING
ATTRACTIONS
June 2 Sponsoring: A Workshop
at in the Basics
10am Church of Reconciliation
June 9 S.A.A.I. Monthly Business
at Meeting: Church of the
9:45am Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is
welcome to attend)
June 9 S.A.A.I. Welcome Back/
at Newcomer Meeting
10am Church of the
Reconciliation

OA Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Email
oasanantonio@gmail.com
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Relapse by Sara M

When one enters into OA or any 12 step program there's a mountain of
information thrown on us. We read the Big Book, OA literature and then we
listen. The experience, strength and hope wash over us. It's powerful, a relief and
a miracle all at once. Once abstinent we continue this path. It gets easier as we
work. Then, like all good addicts we are faced again with our addiction and
anxiety. Only now, it's different and persuades us away from the right path in a
gentle way. Yes, it's like that old mumu you threw away when you lost all your
weight or the chair you spent years bingeing in about 5 feet from your TV and
right next to your table and laptop. It's so easy, convenient and comfortable.
Oh, then it's just easier to zap something in the microwave or get delivery than
to cook one more of those meals from that meal plan. Yeah, that's how it went
for me.
Relapse is something you can see miles away. In fact I saw mine while still in
rehab. I knew it would take a full year of meetings, sponsoring and turning into
'Recovery Girl' in order to fix that default binge and addiction button in my head.
I made it to six months and two days. Pretty good considering nothing healthy I
had ever tried before lasted more than five hours. Now I'm almost three months
in relapse. It blows. I see now every minute how messed up my addictive
thinking is. I mean, I REALLY see it. It's like normal me and my Higher Power are
sitting up in the air looking down and shaking our heads. My addictive behavior
and thinking just exhausts me... I can't imagine what it does to my family and
friends.
So what now? I have to give up my desire to be 'Recovery Girl' and accept that
relapse is a part of most recoveries, various sites on the internet quote rates
from 50 to 90 percent of all addicts will go through some form of relapse. Like
writer Joseph Campbell's Hero's Journey (look it up on the internet, kids) all life
changing journeys are not a straight shot up to the top. While fighting with my
addiction, accepting my disease and then seeking treatment I accomplished much
of the first act of my journey, the departure. I'm packed and on the road to 12step nirvana but there's more obstacles to come to challenge me and my new
found wisdom. In the Hero's Journey the hero is often falling into trouble and
finally finding help in a supernatural power. Once this hero learns to accept this
help, asks for it and refers to it, then the story finds its happy ending.
My relapse is all about that Higher Power relationship. Accepting that HP can do
what I can't. Also accepting that what I think needs to be done is just a joke and
to listen to a higher authority or judgement about what needs tending to in my
life. Each person, addiction and recovery are different but I think that spiritual
relationship is so vital to us all. Without that we are left to our own devices
which are humorous at best and deadly at worst.
How do we get that relationship where we want it? Well, through the steps,
tools, meetings and sponsors. We keep coming back, we answer the phone when
we know it's an OAer calling to check up and we stay after meetings to talk to
others. We reach out. How can we change our reality when we are the only
things in it? We have to integrate others and new ideas. We need to cut up
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(Relapse by Sara M. continued from page 2)
that mumu, burn that living room chair, and pick up the phone to talk to our fellowship!

In rehab we did our Serenity Prayer a little different... and I think for people stuck in relapse or with just moving
forward in the program this is a great prayer to do...
God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can and the
wisdom to know the difference -- AND THE WILLINGNESS TO TAKE ACTION!

Fourth Step by Barbara D
Fourth Step: We made a searching and fearless moral
inventory of ourselves.
How do I love thee? Let me count the ways. There are 50
ways to lose your lover.
Yet there are more than 50 ways to write a fourth step.
Yes, I said a fourth step, because even though you may
be writing your first fourth step, if you are fortunate
enough to stay in recovery, you will probably write many
fourth steps.
A couple of caveats: Before you do a fourth step, it is
very important to take the first three steps. Before writing
on a fourth step, I have always found it useful to repeat
each time the Third Step Prayer. And while doing this
process, which usually brings up things I’m not
completely excited to bring up or remember, I go to more
meetings, make more phone calls, stick closer to my
sponsor, am extra careful with my food, because I am
more apt to be hungry or hungrier during this time. No
sponsor? Find one. Ask someone to be your temporary
sponsor.
So how to begin? Ask your sponsor. Another way, (or
perhaps the same way) is to use the questions in the OA
12 & 12, pages 34-43 or the Twelve-Step Workbook of
Overeaters Anonymous, pages 27-30. Or, use the Big
Book (of Alcoholics Anonymous) pages 64-71. Yes, there
are more than 50 ways to write a fourth step.
My very first fourth step was simply a list of character
assets and character defects. My self esteem was so low,
(how low was it?) that my sponsor told me I had to stop
writing character defects when I ran out of character
assets. Both lists were short. If I had not had to stop after
I ran out of character assets, the list, erroneously, could
have gone on for pages.

I have heard someone describe how long it takes to do a
fourth step. They said some people take 5 years—4 years
and 50 weeks of procrastinating and 2 weeks to write it.
Some people take 6 months—5 months and 2 weeks of
procrastinating and 2 weeks to write it. Some people can
do it in 2 weeks.
The most important thing is to do it without fear of
sharing it with someone else or fear of having to make
amends for all the *@#% we did. The other important
thing is to remember that it is not going to be perfect. It is
not necessary to spend hours of research going through
my things to make sure I remember EVERYTHING. In
my experience of well over a dozen, actually more than
two or three dozen times through the steps, not a single
fourth step has been perfect! The next one I do will not
be perfect as well.
If you are procrastinating about this step, please reread
the paragraph, beginning with “I have heard…”. If you
have fear, please go back and work steps 1 through 3.
Find or discover or invent a Higher Power who will love
you in such a way that anything you have done, or said or
thought, can be forgiven. When I have fear, it’s because
my Higher Power needs to be even bigger and stronger
and more loving. If you hate writing, do it anyway. I have
had sponsorees who have worked on their fourth steps 10
minutes a day for a month. Some have taken much
longer, some have taken much less. I have taken
workshops where they have gone through the entire 12
steps in a weekend, another time I have done a complete
fourth and fifth step in an afternoon, and sometimes it is
has taken me several months.
What I can tell you, is that the sooner I get started, the
sooner I finish! I do not know anyone who has kept their
weight off (or on) who has not done not only a fourth
step, but a fifth one as well.
(Fourth Step by Barbara D continued on page 4)

Announcement:
MONTHLY SPONSORING
WORKSHOPS!!!
Next one:
Saturday, June 2, 2012
The 1st Saturday of every
month at 10am-11am
(shortly after the 8:30
meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop
410)
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(Fourth Step by Barbara D continued from page 3)

The most exciting thing that I can tell you is that no matter what you have done, in
all the fifth steps that I have heard, no one has done anything that surprised me, and
no one has done anything that either I have not done or I have not heard about.
As it says on page 164 of the Big Book, “Abandon yourself to God as you
understand God. Admit your faults to Him and to your fellows. Clear away the
wreckage of your past. Give freely of what you find and join us. We shall be with
you in the Fellowship of the Spirit, and you will surely meet some of us as you
trudge the Road of Happy Destiny.”
The fourth step is certainly part of the trudging, but it is definitely on the Road of
Happy Destiny. Or as one of my sponsors told me, “You have to take uncomfortable
action to get comfortable.”

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!!
About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to
aid those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and
is directly responsible to local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with
the World Service Office
(WSO) of Overeaters
Anonymous and may be reached
at:
P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio,
Texas, 78201

“I put my hand in yours
and together we can do
what we could never do
alone.”

National Area Health Education Center Organization (National AHEC Organization)
Conference
Monday, July 30 to Thursday, August 2
Marriott RiverCenter, San Antonio
San Antonio Area Intergroup is hosting the OA booth at the NAO National Conference and
we need you!
Please email elangstl@aol.com or call 210-332-0551 if you can volunteer for a 2-hour shift
during these times. You will be reimbursed for parking.
OA provides the table display and literature. You provide the friendly face, hand out the OA
literature, and share your experience, strength and hope to the health care professionals
who stop by the booth.
Monday, 7/30: 9am to 3pm for booth set up; 5pm to 7pm for the Exhibit Hall Opening
Reception
Tuesday, 7/31: 7:30am to 4:00pm
Wednesday, 8/1: 7:30am to 3:00pm
Thursday, 8/2: 8am to 11am - packing up the booth
Please support this Public Information/Public Outreach event.
"NAO supports and advances the AHEC Network to improve health by leading the nation in
the recruitment, training and retention of a diverse health workforce for underserved
communities."

Recovery Quotes
"When you are asked to do service, think long and hard before you say no.”
--Anonymous
“We walk together on this path of recovery. We follow the footprints in the sand of those
who have walked before us, and we leave footprints for those yet to come.”
--Voices of Recovery, p. 105
“A life well-lived requires that I continue to change, grow and clean up the wreckage of my
past–and my present. If I do that, my life is better than I could have ever imagined.”
--Voices of Recovery, p. 68
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Can’t get to a face-toface meeting?
Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Revised: March 10, 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library has
CDs with outstanding speakers
sharing their own experience,
strength and hope working the
steps, using the tools and living
the program. A great recovery
message is waiting for you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Marilyn W
(210) 333-2843

Literature:
Currently Big Book

Online or Telephone
Meetings

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

MON

7:00 P.M.

Sara M
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(208) 283-1241 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Mark S
(210) 288-2243

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

"Virtual" Speakers
Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/ html/
speakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Website
www.OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The
Swan/ El Cisne,”
up to date messages,
meeting changes, etc..

7:00 P.M.

Amanda G
(210) 219-3295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study

THURS
Boerne

10:00 A.M.

Sarah
(210) 846-6211

Boerne Meeting Joins SAAI
Chrysalis Counseling Center
905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006

Literature
OA 12 & 12 /
Discussion

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
discusion

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

Heard a great
recovery one liner or
story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

Literatura/
discusion

WED

Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

1st SAT

Sharon
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
10:00 A.M.
Sara M
(208) 283-1241

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Sara M
(208) 283-1241

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

!

June 2012

SAAI Service Board
Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO Delegate: OPEN
Region III Delegate: Graciela M.

Standing Committees
Audio Library - Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives - Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates 	

JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Mark S.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative - Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: Lynn G.
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat 	

Amanda G.
Welcome Back/ Newcomer
Meeting - Lea B.

!

"The Swan/El Cisne"
Step 6
by OA Member
Step 6: Were entirely ready to have God
remove all these defects of character.
For me Step 6 seemed easy enough, in
fact it is difficult. Saying I’m entirely
ready and being entirely ready are two
different things.
As I enter my 5th year in OA recovery, I
know each and every one of my character
defects has been useful to me at some
time in my life. Even anger serves a
purpose; but now I know to ask God to
save me from being angry. I can then
look at my selfishness, dishonesty and
self-seeking ways.
My character defects really helped me
survive and the ones I’m not relieved of
are in some way still helping me, but I
have to stay open and willing to let them
all go in God’s timing.
My character defects are like old tools I
used to cope with life, and while they’ve
outlived their usefulness they still crop up
on a regular basis. When they seem to
take over my life again, I have to call on
that new power I have to deal with life’s
challenges.

The most important part of Step 6 is that I
really have the willingness to change and
accept that I have some fear about really
changing. I am powerless to get rid of
these negative traits. In program I’ve
learned I can’t, but God can.
My job now is to keep myself open to God
and His ability to transform my life. When
and how that happens is up to HIM.
Life still happens and sometimes I’m not
entirely connected to God, but I trust this
process and I know I am wiser and
recovering from compulsive eating.
I read in our wonderful literature that Step
6 is like riding a bike. I just have to keep
pedaling if I stop I might fail. If I have the
right attitude and the willingness to change
I cannot fail. Pedaling for me is taking time
to write this article, doing service at
meetings, praying, sponsoring other people
and making outreach calls.
Again, as it says on page 76, willingness is
indispensable. Today, I can ask God to help
me be willing.
-OA Member

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!!

National Area Health Education Center Organization
(National AHEC Organization) Conference
Monday, July 30 to Thursday, August 2
Marriott RiverCenter, San Antonio
San Antonio Area Intergroup is hosting the OA booth at the NAO National Conference and
we need you!
Please email elangstl@aol.com or call 210-332-0551 if you can volunteer for a 2 hour shift
during these times. You will be reimbursed for parking.
OA provides the table display and literature. You provide the friendly face, hand out the OA
literature, and share your experience, strength and hope to the health care professionals who
stop by the booth.
Monday, 7/30: 9am to 3pm for booth set up;
5pm to 7pm for the Exhibit Hall Opening Reception
Tuesday, 7/31: 7:30am to 4:00pm
Wednesday, 8/1: 7:30am to 3:00pm
Thursday, 8/2: 8am to 11am - packing up the booth
Please support this Public Information/Public Outreach event.
"NAO supports and advances the AHEC Network to improve health by leading the nation in
the recruitment, training and retention of a diverse health workforce for underserved
communities."
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Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your

A Reality Check: Why Go to Meetings?

story or one liner to:

by Mark S

saoaswan@gmail.com

The process of recovery is changing what I value in life. Slowly, I am becoming
less obsessed with me and am becoming more open and willing to be of service
to others. I am finally buying into my Higher Power’s perfect plan, that real joy
comes as a result of serving others.
We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D.,
210-492-5400 or
www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

Public Information/
Public Outreach

Media and
Health
Fairs

COMING
ATTRACTIONS
July 7 Sponsoring: A Workshop
at in the Basics
10am Church of Reconcilation
July 14 S.A.A.I. Monthly Business
at Meeting: Church of the
9:45am Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is
welcome to attend)
July 14 S.A.A.I. Welcome Back/
at Newcomer Meeting
10am Church of the
Reconciliation

OA Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Email
oasanantonio@gmail.com

I went to a meeting the other night that is one I don’t usually go to, because it’s a
little bit of a drive for me, and it’s usually not well attended.
But my wife was out for the evening and I had nothing to do, so even though I
didn’t want to, I listened to that little voice in the back of my head (I know all of
us are familiar with that little voice) and I decided to drive over to the church.
When I got there, the parking lot was empty. Looking up the meeting list on my
phone, I discovered the meeting was actually at 7:30; I mistakenly thought it was
7:00. Again, I considered heading back to the house, but that little voice
convinced me to wait it out. I had some literature with me, so I sat in my car in
the parking lot and read. As it got to be about 7:20, then 7:25. I noticed only 2
people had shown up for the meeting. I decided at that moment not to go, but as
I was leaving the parking lot, that little voice got louder, and I was, for lack of a
better word, instructed to go in. I believe now that little voice was God, who in a
loving way, was saying “it’s not about you.”
So I went in to the meeting. I was greeted warmly by two friends from the
program, and immediately was glad I’d come. People began sharing, and as
invariably happens when I force myself to go to a meeting when I don’t want to, I
heard wisdom from other members that was exactly what I needed to hear for
my own recovery. I also heard from one person who was in a lot of pain but
made herself come to the meeting. I, like others present, had the opportunity to
share my own story of hope and recovery: what it was like, what happened, and
what it’s like now.
About halfway through the meeting, a young man came in. He had that “deer in
the headlights look” many of us had in our first meeting. The young man shared
the desperate situation that brought him into the meeting (I won’t share the
details; we all know the story – it’s our story). After the meeting I had a chance to
visit with him and offered to serve as his temporary sponsor. He enthusiastically
agreed, so if it is in my Higher Power’s plan, we will soon be working together,
helping each other in recovery.
Today, I thank God that I listened to that little voice. If I had stuck with my own
selfish decision not to go to the meeting, I would not have had the opportunity to
connect with friends in the program, or to hear God’s message of recovery
through other people sharing. I would not have had the opportunity to share my
own experience, strength and hope for the benefit of those who still suffer, and I
would not have had a chance meeting with someone who may become my first
sponsee.
I thank God that in his gentle way, he is always nudging me towards being less
focused on myself and more focused on carrying the message of recovery to
those who still suffer.

Announcement:
MONTHLY SPONSORING
WORKSHOPS!!!
Next one:
Saturday, July 7, 2012
The 1st Saturday of every
month at 10am-11am
(shortly after the 8:30
meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop
410)

About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to
aid those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and
is directly responsible to, local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with
the World Service Office
(WSO) of Overeaters
Anonymous and may be reached
at:
P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio,
Texas, 78201
“I put my hand in yours
and together we can do
what we could never do
alone.”
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WSO Daily Meditation
“We’re

www.oa.org

not unlovable because we have this disease; love is the very thing we need in
order to recover.” - A New Beginning, p. 35

OA Silent Retreat
Near Monastery Lake Pecos, New
Mexico
Making Space For Recovery
October 12th-14th, 2012
Sponsored by Northern New Mexico
OA Group
Contact Information:
Mimi: 505-699-9307
Jamie: 505-473-0538
Email: 2012pecos@comcast.net

OA’s Best-Selling Books: Now
for e-Readers!
To find these books, go to your ereader store and search by title.
They are not available through OA’s
online bookstore.
The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
of Overeaters Anonymous
For Today
Voices of Recovery
Overeaters Anonymous, Second Edition
Abstinence

OA San Antonio & Austin Slumber Falls Retreat

June 22nd-June 24th, 2012
@ Slumber Falls Retreat Center
3610 River Road, New Braunfels, TX 78132
www.slumberfalls.com
For more information, contact Helki at 415-310-2815 or helkigz@gmail.com
or Amanda G. at 210-219-3295 or slumberfalls2012@gmail.com

Recovery Quotes
We walk together on this path of recovery. We follow the footprints in the sand of
those who have walked before us, and we leave footprints for those yet to come.
-Voices of Recovery, p. 105
In Step Six, we learn more about the necessity of willingness as we become entirely
ready to let go of our shortcomings.
-The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous
We are powerless over each of our defects of character, just as we are powerless over
the food. It will be up to a Power greater than ourselves to remove them from us; we
can’t do it alone.
-The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous
The word “perfection” has the power to paralyze me. When I thought I had to do
everything perfectly, nothing got accomplished. I wouldn’t try. I did not want to learn
how to oil paint because I thought I had to paint like Monet. When I finally allowed
myself to make mistakes, I was free to enjoy the painting process, and I actually
became quite good. I let go of perfectionism by deciding to be human. Without the
expectation of perfection, life is fun. My program works when I look at it as a process
instead of an end result. When I allow myself to grow and learn, I enjoy life and move
forward. Letting go of perfectionism serves me.
— Lifeline, December 2007
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Can’t get to a face-toface meeting?
Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Revised: March 10, 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library has
CDs with outstanding speakers
sharing their own experience,
strength and hope working the
steps, using the tools and living
the program. A great recovery
message is waiting for you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G.
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 211
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Online or Telephone
Meetings

Marilyn W.
(210) 333-2843

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

Literature:
Currently Big Book

MON

7:00 P.M.

Sara M.
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(208) 283-1241 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken R.
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Mark S
(210) 288-2243

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

"Virtual" Speakers
Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/ html/
speakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info
210-492-5400
Website
www.OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com

Literatura/
discusion

7:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.

Amanda G
(210) 219-3295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D.
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

meeting changes, etc..

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
Discusion

Email:

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

To Receive SAAI

WED

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

THURS
Boerne

Newsletter, “The
Swan/ El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

Step Study
Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket
10:00 A.M.
Sarah
Boerne Meeting Joins SAAI
Literature
(210) 846-6211
Chrysalis Counseling Center
OA 12 & 12 /
905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006
Discussion

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great
recovery one liner or
story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

1st SAT

Sharon
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
10:00 A.M.
Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea B.
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

!

"The Swan/El Cisne"

July 2012

We are Not a Diet and Calories Club

SAAI Service Board

-by an OA member

Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO Delegate: OPEN
Region III Delegate: Graciela M.

Standing Committees
Audio Library: Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives: Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates 	

JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Mark S.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative: Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: Lynn G.
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat 	

Christina K.
Welcome Back/ Newcomer
Meeting: Lea B.

!

According to “Our invitation to You,” we are
not a diet and calories club. I agree with
this, but in what way are we different? It’s
really hard to explain this to newcomers
when we only have five minutes to share
with them during a meeting. I thought about
it a while and came up with different
categories...stuff like: steps, tools, selfcenteredness, obsession, and it is weakness,
not strength, that binds us. I had another
grouping that had far more items, and really
seemed to be what I was looking for. The
title of this one was, “Coping with life.”
Coping with life, in a healthy way, is really
how we’re different from other weight-loss
programs. A lot of what we do in
Overeaters Anonymous is dealing with life
situations that everyone encounters. Many
of these are negative, or at least perceived to
be. These will cause us to overeat; or to lead
to other behaviors that will often lead us to
bingeing.

Remember, this is one of the ways our lives
are unmanageable.” There’s a saying around
OA: “when a non-COE has a flat tire, he/she
fixes it or arranges to have it fixed. When a
COE has a flat, the first call is to Suicide
Hotline.”---unmanageable.
I will share how some of the living problems
are alleviated in the following paragraphs.
First, let me say that these are not easy,
especially for those who have character
defects like “All-or-nothing thinking” and
“Perfectionism.” And secondly, these are
accomplished using the steps and a
knowledgeable sponsor.
Many of us enter OA with a negative selfimage, even self-hate. While we work on that
with the steps and a loving sponsor, I think it
helps when we hear at a meeting, or in reading
literature that many of us are that way, or

(Continued on page 2)

Public Information/Public Outreach News
Hello!
I am grateful for the opportunity to serve as your new PI/PO rep for
San Antonio Overeaters Anonymous. We have formed a small
committee and are developing ideas to get the word out about OA.
You can help in the following ways:

• Do you know a doctor, clinic, therapist, health agency, church, etc.
that might display OA brochures for their clients/patients? Do
you have ideas about where else we might reach out to our
community to carry the message of OA recovery?

• Would you like to be a part of our PI/PO committee? You can
help us to develop and put into action new and creative ways to
carry the OA message of recovery.

• Once we have compiled our list of doctors, churches, etc., can you
help by delivering brochures?
To help, or for more information, please send an email to
mark1053@gmail.com or give me a ring at 288-2243.
Thanks! Mark S.
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Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story or one liner to:
saoaswan@gmail.com

We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D.,
210-492-5400 or
www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

Public
Information/
Public Outreach

Media
and
Health
Fairs

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Aug 4
at
10am

Sponsoring:
The How, The What

Aug 11 S.A.A.I. Monthly Business
at
Meeting: Church of the
9:45am Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is
welcome to attend)
Aug 11 S.A.A.I. Welcome Back/
at
Newcomer Meeting
10am
Church of the
Reconciliation
July 30
to
August
2

National Area Health
Center Organization
Conference

(We are Not a Diet and Calories Club continued from page 1)
started out that way, prior to recovery. There’s a saying, “Don’t compare your insides to
someone else’s outsides.” You don’t see that person’s insides and the turmoil, fear, and
self-doubt they may be going through. Maybe they are looking at you and see a welladjusted person who seems to have serenity. You may compare yourself and others to
your unreal expectations. You may be constantly falling quite short of your expectations,
especially if you have trouble being objective about yourself. And you might resent others
for continually not meeting your expectations of them.
Many of us COEs are very sensitive. I’d believe it, even if it weren’t written in the OA 12
X 12. Being sensitive, we often get our feelings hurt. Getting our feelings hurt, we often
develop resentments. So far all these happenings are occurring in your mind and no place
else. However, having resentments is the number one reason we go back to drinking
(overeating). This is what is said on page 64 of the Big Book--Alcoholics Anonymous.
We have a way to deal with resentments in steps 4,5,7.9, and 10. However, wouldn’t it be
better not to have resentments at all? The program never promises that, but there is a
way to lessen the resentments we have. Let me add here that on page 67 of the Big
Book, guidance is given on what to do if someone offended you. We realized that people
who offended us, were perhaps spiritually sick. We ask God to show the same tolerance
we would grant a sick friend and said this to ourselves, ”This is a sick man. How can I be
helpful to him? God, save me from being angry. Thy will be done.” This can also be done
on a real-time basis. As it says in “Our Invitation to You,” to deal with our inner turmoil
we have to have a new way of thinking, of acting on life rather than reacting to it--in
essence, a new way of living. It makes sense; our present behavior obviously isn’t
working. The following are just a few ways to keep us out of those behaviors that end up
making us feel bad...and probably lead to compulsive overeating. An important part of this
new way of living is Rigorous Honesty. We don’t have to lie, or omit truth, to look good
in front of people, hide our insecurities, or to explain why we were physically or
emotionally unavailable.
Don’t feel an obligation to fix others’ problems. Don’t put yourself in the middle of two
people who are disagreeing about a certain matter (or, for that matter, constantly). It is

(Continued on page 3)

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!!

National Area Health Education Center Organization
(National AHEC Organization) Conference
Monday, July 30 to Thursday, August 2
Marriott RiverCenter, San Antonio
San Antonio Area Intergroup is hosting the OA booth at the NAO National Conference and
we need you!
Please email elangstl@aol.com or call 210-332-0551 if you can volunteer for a 2 hour shift
during these times. You will be reimbursed for parking.
OA provides the table display and literature. You provide the friendly face, hand out the
OA literature, and share your experience, strength and hope to the health care
professionals who stop by the booth.
Monday, 7/30: 9am to 3pm for booth set up;
5pm to 7pm for the Exhibit Hall Opening Reception
Tuesday, 7/31: 7:30am to 4:00pm
Wednesday, 8/1: 7:30am to 3:00pm
Thursday, 8/2: 8am to 11am - packing up the booth
Please support this Public Information/Public Outreach event.
"NAO supports and advances the AHEC Network to improve health by leading the nation
in the recruitment, training and retention of a diverse health workforce for underserved
communities."

Announcement:
MONTHLY SPONSORING
WORKSHOPS!!!
Next one:
Saturday, August 4, 2012
The 1st Saturday of every
month at 10am-11am
(shortly after the 8:30
meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop
410)
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not your job, and many things can put you in that untenable position. This is between
them. I can imagine only bad outcomes happening if you choose to intervene. You are
accused by one, or both, that you are taking the other’s side. You can be accused of giving
the wrong advice (even though, hopefully, you didn’t offer any advice). Their anger can be
turned against you. These are things that made you worrisome, fearful, resentful. And the
funny thing is, you don’t have the ability to solve their conflict.
In OA we learn not to judge others. We don’t try to figure what they’re all about, period.
We don’t try to compare whether we are better (or worse) than they are...whatever
“better” means. Don’t gossip. Gossiping is usually done to feel superior--either to the
person to whom you are gossiping about or to the people with whom you are gossiping.-perhaps, showing your importance by showing your “knowledge” and the ability to know
things before your friends.
It’s not all about you! If someone says something, does a certain thing, or looks at you “in
that certain way,” don’t assume it has anything to do about you. There are about 6.5 billion
people on earth. What people think about you is none of your business! This statement
applies to many of the things we’ve already discussed.

About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to
aid those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from
which the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and
is directly responsible to, local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with
the World Service Office
(WSO) of Overeaters
Anonymous and may be reached
at:
P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio,
Texas, 78201

Assume you could be wrong. When I’d be “sure” about something...a fact, I would insist I
was correct. I’m human, I can’t always be correct. Is it important enough to argue over?
One of you has to be incorrect. Always entertain the idea that you could be wrong.
The most important thing to remember about OA, is that we are a spiritual program. That
is our MOST important aspect of recovery. I waited to the end, because I wasn’t sure if
“Diet and Calories clubs” had that. I would guess not. The spiritual component of OA
permeates throughout the entire program and certainly enhances all we’ve talked about,
and more.
I wrote this article at this time because of the upcoming Health Conference (mentioned
elsewhere in this newsletter). I’m sure some of the people coming up to our booth will

ask, “How is this different than other weight-loss programs?” While I think it would
be quite a daunting task to share all that’s in here with that person, hopefully you
might get one or two ideas that make sense to you, that you’ll be able to articulate.
Remember, our OA materials will tell them most of what they need to know about
OA.

WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

Our promise of recovery is in every OA meeting when we join hands, pray
together and joyously, lovingly encourage one another: Keep Coming Back!
Overeaters Anonymous, 2nd edition (p. 17)

“I put my hand in yours
and together we can do
what we could never do
alone.”

How is buying binge foods at the grocery store the same as being at an OA
meeting?
…..take what you like and leave the rest!
-OA Member
(We are not a glum lot…BB, page 132)
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OA’s Best-Selling
Books: Now for eReaders!

To find these books,
go to your e-reader
store and search by
title.
They are not
available through
OA’s online
bookstore.
-The Twelve Steps
and Twelve
Traditions of
Overeaters
Anonymous
-For Today
-Voices of Recovery
-Overeaters
Anonymous, Second
Edition

-Abstinence

OA Silent Retreat
Near Monastery Lake
Pecos, New Mexico
“Making Space For
Recovery”
October 12th-14th, 2012
Sponsored by Northern
New Mexico OA Group
Contact Information:
Mimi: 505-699-9307
Jamie: 505-473-0538
Email:
2012pecos@comcast.net

Sponsorship
by Alma E
My sponsoring philosophy is as follows:
• While a person learns to ride a bike, a parent usually holds on to the seat and
runs along side the novice biker. While running along side the novice biker
the parent is usually praying they can hold the biker up until the biker figures
out how to steer, pedal and balance themselves all the while watching the road
for bumps, pot holes and potential collisions with other people or objects.
• When sponsoring, I think of the AA Big Book as the bicycle. The sponsor
supports the sponsee on the Big Book bike while the sponsee studies the AA
Big Book. The sponsor runs along side the sponsee praying to be able to
support the sponsee as they travel through the 12 steps. During the travel
through the 12 steps the sponsee is learning to balance and steer through life
using their higher power and the 12 steps to learn to maneuver life’s pot
holes, bumps and potential collisions and calamities of life.
• The sponsor only provides support to the sponsee. Just like the novice biker,
the sponsee has to be willing to get up on the bike and fearlessly figure out
how to balance, pedal and steer with the duress they could crash at any time.
The sponsor can run along side and give words or encouragement, but the
sponsor can’t pedal or steer for the novice biker/sponsee
• The sponsor and sponsee have to trust one another. The sponsee has to trust
the sponsor will be there to help balance the sponsee until one day the
sponsee can ride off into life.
• The trust between a sponsor/sponsee relationship is similar to a swim
instructor and a swimming student learning to back float. When learning to
back float the swim coach will have the student lay face up in the water with
their head on the instructor’s shoulder. The student has to have confidence
the instruction will hold the students face above water. The goal is for the
novice swim student to learn to relax and feel the calm serenity of floating in
the water.
• The OA sponsor has to hold the sponsee’s face out of the water while the
sponsee learns to relax “Let go and let God.” If the sponsee learns to relax
“Let go and let God” they many times develop a calm serenity similar to
floating in water while looking up at the beauty of a starry night.
• Once again, the sponsor [swim coach] only supports the sponsee while the
sponsee figures out how to relax, let go and let God.

Recovery Quotes
“Instead of acting on impulse, we pause long enough to learn God’s will. Then,
instead of resorting to willpower, we relax and reach out to receive help from our
Higher Power. All we need to say is, “God, please help me do Your will.”
---The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous, p. 6 & 7
“The first requirement is that we be convinced that any life run on self-will can hardly
be a success.”
---Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous, p. 60
“Honest appraisal of our experience has convinced us that we can’t handle life
through self-will alone. First we grasp this knowledge intellectually, and then finally we
come to believe it in our hearts.”
---The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous, p. 6 & 7

Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Up to date as of July 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library

has CDs with outstanding
speakers sharing their own
experience, strength and hope
working the steps, using the tools
and living the program. A great
recovery message is waiting for
you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

Online or Telephone
Meetings

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G.
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Marilyn W.
(210) 333-2843

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

Literature:
Currently Big Book

MON

7:00 P.M.

Carolyn O.
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(210) 545-0707 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken R.
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri M-S.
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Mark S.
(210) 288-2243

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

"Virtual" Speakers

Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/
htmlspeakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info

210-492-5400
Website
OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com
Overeaters Anonymous WSO
www.oa.org (English)
www.espanol.oa.org (Spanish)

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The Swan/
El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

WED

one liner or story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

Literatura/
discusion

Amanda G.
(210) 219-3295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D.
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
Discusion

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra S.
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

THURS
Boerne

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great recovery

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

7:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.

Step Study
Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket
10:00 A.M.
Sarah
Boerne Meeting Joins SAAI
Literature
(210) 846-6211
Chrysalis Counseling Center
OA 12 & 12 /
905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006
Discussion

meeting changes, etc..
Email:
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Can’t get to a faceto-face meeting?

1st SAT

Sharon V.
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
10:00 A.M.
Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea B.
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

!

August 2012

SAAI Service Board
Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO Delegate: Lynn G.
Region III Representative:
Graciela M.
Standing Committees
Audio Library: Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives: Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Mark S.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative: Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: Lynn G.
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat Christina K.
Welcome Back/ Newcomer Meeting:
Lea B.

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story
! or one liner to:
saoaswan@gmail.com

"The Swan/El Cisne"
OA -- A New Beginning

By: Marilyn

OA gave me a chance to be someone I
really want to be. My life in OA reminds
me of a mountain journey. Sometimes I
walk, run, climb, stumble and slide. But I
always pick myself up and continue.

setbacks. But all of these are just part of
climbing. They slow me down so I can
really think and feel. Life is after all not
smooth sailing. Also I now have a
climbing partner – my Higher Power.

The beginning is the foothills, but my
ultimate goal is the very highest peak.
I know once I reach there I will be able to
see clearly all the beauty and peace of
life. This peak is not always visible due
to the clouds (the clouds of my selfdoubt.)

At this time, I am on a ledge, resting and
enjoying the view. I sometimes find
serenity and peace, but at the back of the
ledge is a cave and some days I hide in
there. I always know the sun and life are
just outside. I still want to reach the peak,
but right now I have to dig out handholds
before I can continue the journey. I have
little fear of the future. I just have to trust
God, who is attached to the other end of
my lifeline.

I started my journey on a run, minding all
the rules (12 steps) and listening
carefully to my guide (sponsor). But
once I really started climbing, things
become more difficult. I found there are
loose rocks, many turns and lots of

Thank God, thank you for OA.
Marilyn

WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

A loving heart makes its own prayer, and prayer makes for a loving heart.
For Today (p. 62)

PUBLIC INFORMATION/ PUBLIC OUTREACH REPORT
OA has been a miracle for me. When I came into my first meeting about a year ago, I
was spiritually and emotionally sick, and about 50 pounds heavier than I am now. My
obsessive thinking and compulsive food behaviors had worn me out. I’d tried
everything, and was at the end of my rope.
When I compare where I was spiritually, emotionally and physically a year ago to
where I am today, I see that the program of OA really is a miracle. My life is not
perfect, and not without difficulties. The difference is I’ve learned to accept difficulties
as a part of life and handle them in a healthy way rather then letting them ruin my
outlook and send me to the food. My obsession with food is not completely gone.
The difference is my crazy thinking about it is greatly reduced and I don’t give into
my occasional stinkin’ thinkin’ with destructive food behavior.
There have been several contributors to my recovery: meetings, sponsorship,
reachout, literature, etc. A big one for me has also been service. Service in OA keeps
me out of self and refocuses me on carrying the message to those who still suffer.
That is why I agreed to become your PI/PO rep. I’m excited about the opportunity to
tell others about the OA way. You and I know that in a city this size there are many
more folks who could benefit from OA.
Below is a summary of what our PI/PO committee has been working on. In order to
accomplish everything we want to do, we need your help! If you would like to help
our committee in any way, please contact me!
Mark S. 210-288-2243
mark1053@gmail.com
(continued on p. 2)

We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:

(continued from p. 1)

www.oasanantonio.org

SUMMARY OF PI/PO EFFORTS AND
FUTURE PLANS

MONTHLY SPONSORING
WORKSHOPS!!!

We want to know if there is a need in San
Antonio for more meetings, and if so,
when and where? You will begin seeing
surveys distributed at meetings by your
group rep. Please take a few minutes to
complete the survey – your opinion is
needed!

Next one:
Saturday, September 1, 2012
The 1st Saturday of every month
at 10am-11am (shortly after the
8:30 meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop 410)
SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D.,
210-492-5400 or
www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

Public Information/
Public Outreach

Media and
Health
Fairs

About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from which
the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and is
directly responsible to, local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with the
World Service Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous and may be
reached at:
P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio, Texas,
78201

“I put my hand in yours and
together we can do what we
could never do alone.”
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We are researching the possibility of
holding a monthly or quarterly speaker’s
meeting, wherein we can bring in
speakers who will share their stories.
Stay tuned for more information.
We are currently working on getting
outreach announcements about OA into
community and college newspapers.
We are making an effort to get OA flyers
and literature out in the community to
therapists, psychologists, congregations,
etc. Do you belong to a local
congregation? Consider asking your
minister, rabbi, or church administrator
about placing a small blurb in the bulletin
or newsletter of your congregation.
Contact Mark at 288-2243, or
mark1053@gmail.com for more
information.
We would love to have your energy and
ideas as part of our committee.
Remember, service is slimming!

The Boerne Thursday 10am meeting
is looking for speakers and sponsors.
If you are interested, please contact
Katherine M. @ 210-771-2459 or
katherinemorehead@gmail.com
COMING ATTRACTIONS
Sept 1 at
Sponsorship Workshop
10am
Sept 8 at
S.A.A.I. Monthly Business
9:45am
Meeting: Church of the
Reconciliation, Brigid Room
(Everyone is welcome to attend)
Sept 8
S.A.A.I. Welcome Back/
at 10am
Newcomer Meeting
Church of the Reconciliation

OPEN LITERATURE POSITION:
We need help with the literature
position and there are many duties
both at intergroup and in between.
You can help as much as you want or
as little as you want and we need
people who are just willing to serve!
I Put My Hand in Yours...
and together we can do what we
could never do alone! No longer is
there a sense of hopelessness, no
longer must we each depend upon
our own unsteady willpower. We are
all together now, reaching out our
hands for power and strength greater
than ours, and as we join hands, we
find love and understanding beyond
our wildest dreams.
OA’s Best-Selling Books: Now for
e-Readers!
To find these books, go to your ereader store and search by title.
They are not available through OA’s
online bookstore.
-The 12 Steps and 12 Traditions of
Overeaters Anonymous
-For Today
-Voices of Recovery
-Overeaters Anonymous, Second
Edition
-Abstinence

Recovery Quotes

“You don’t have to be perfect--just
willing.” -A Guide for Sponsors, p. 14
“Each meal began with the ThirdStep prayer. I became abstinent with
God’s help.”
-A New Beginning, p. 101
“I may indeed be very busy, but I
won’t have a life if I don’t put my
program first.”
-A New Beginning, p. 14
OA Silent Retreat
Near Monastery Lake Pecos, New Mexico
“Making Space For Recovery”
October 12th-14th, 2012
Sponsored by Northern New Mexico OA Group
Contact Information:
Mimi: 505-699-9307
Jamie: 505-473-0538
Email: 2012pecos@comcast.net

Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Up to date as of August 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library

has CDs with outstanding
speakers sharing their own
experience, strength and hope
working the steps, using the tools
and living the program. A great
recovery message is waiting for
you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

Online or Telephone
Meetings

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G.
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Marilyn W.
(210) 333-2843

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

Literature:
Currently Big Book

MON

7:00 P.M.

Carolyn O.
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(210) 545-0707 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken R.
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri M-S.
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Mark S.
(210) 288-2243

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

"Virtual" Speakers

Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/
htmlspeakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info

210-492-5400
Website
OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com
Overeaters Anonymous WSO
www.oa.org (English)
www.espanol.oa.org (Spanish)
To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The Swan/
El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

WED

one liner or story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

Literatura/
discusion

Amanda G.
(210) 219-3295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D.
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
Discusion

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra S.
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

THURS
Boerne

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great recovery

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

7:30 P.M.

Step Study
Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket
10:00 A.M.
Sarah
Chrysalis Counseling Center
Literature
(210) 846-6211 905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006 OA 12 & 12 /
Discussion

meeting changes, etc..
Email:
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Can’t get to a faceto-face meeting?

1st SAT

Sharon V.
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
10:00 A.M.
Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea B.
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

!

September 2012

SAAI Service Board
Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO Delegate: Lynn G.
Region III Representative:
Graciela M.
Standing Committees
Audio Library: Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives: Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Mark S.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative: Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: OPEN
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat Christina K.
Welcome Back/ Newcomer Meeting:
Lea B.

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story
! or one liner to:
saoaswan@gmail.com

"The Swan/El Cisne"
The Power of Asking for Help
By: Kara

Volunteering to write an article for the
September Swan seemed an
exceptionally good idea back in June. We
were still newly into summer, my yard
was moderately happy, and September
was a long way off. Now a few days into
September, I am wholly uninspired- the
yard and I are both weary from the
summer heat and I can no longer be in
fantasy about writing something great
because, well, I’m sitting here with
nothing to say. Quickly the familiar
feelings of fear, shame and a strong desire
to punish myself surfaced.

We’re taught that when reach out calls are
made, we ask how the other person’s day
is going, or what they’re doing to support
their recovery. There’s usually some part
of their day that’s just like mine: they feel
alone or overly hungry; they are full of
resentment or fear; they feel grief at the
years spent in the food or bitterness
toward a loved one. Invariably, something
shifts and some part of me softens so that
HP can move in, filling the space once
occupied by insanity, with something more
like hope. I leave the call feeling
energized, renewed, and fulfilled. A dozen
_________ could’ve never, ever done that
In recovery, though, I’ve been taught
for me.
about this little thing called ‘Asking For
Here’s the amazing part: each time I make
Help’. The asking might look like prayer, a these calls, I think, I know what I’m going
reach out call, or a renewed commitment to hear….. ‘Pray, Trust God, Get to a
to some daily practice like calling my
Meeting, Eat Your Lunch.’ And, I do
sponsor. You know about this stuff
sometimes hear those things. The miracle,
already, but if you’re like me, a review of
though, is not in the words. It’s in the not
what works for someone else is not just making sense of it myself. I am no longer
helpful; it reduces shame and reminds me alone with the insanity, which means it
I’m not alone on this path to recovery.
(Continued on page 2)
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!!
Obesity Society’s Annual Scientific Meeting
Thursday, September 20 to Saturday, September 22
San Antonio Convention Center
San Antonio Area Intergroup (SAAI) is hosting the OA booth at the Obesity Society’s
Annual Scientific Meeting and
we need you!
The table display and literature is provided. Just bring yourself and a friendly face.
Handout OA literature and share your experience, strength and hope to the people
who work with, and search for answers to obesity. Please e-mail blaz5464@aol.com
or call 210-637-7203 if you can volunteer for a 2-hour shift on these days and
hours:

Thursday, September 20 7:30 to 9 PM
Friday, September 21 9:30-3; 6-7:30 PM
Saturday, September 22 9:30 to 2 PM

Please support this Public Information/Public Outreach (PI/PO) event. The Obesity
Society is dedicated to advance “research, education and advocacy, to better
understand, prevent, and treat obesity and improve the lives of those affected.”

WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

I guard my abstinence and my program as though they were my dearest
possessions–and they are.
-For Today, p. 66

We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

MONTHLY SPONSORING
WORKSHOPS!!!
Next one:
Saturday, October 6, 2012
The 1st Saturday of every month
at 10am-11am (shortly after the
8:30 meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop 410)
COMING ATTRACTIONS
Oct 6 at
Sponsorship
10am
Workshop
Oct 13 at
S.A.A.I. Monthly
9:45 am Business Meeting:
Church of the
Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is
welcome to attend)
Oct 13
S.A.A.I. Welcome
at 10am
Back/ Newcomer
Meeting
Church of the
Reconciliation
About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from which
the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and is
directly responsible to, local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with the
World Service Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous and may be
reached at:
P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio, Texas,
78201

September 2012
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(Continued from page 1)
immediately shrinks. I am no longer a swirling mass of anxiety because HP, usually
through YOU, has come in and joined me. Where I once was alone and afraid, I am
now accompanied and can find sometimes only small, but more and more often,
large pockets of courage and possibility.
This month, September 6th to be exact, is the sixteenth anniversary of my return to
OA. I was a slow study; I really was. It took a couple of years to begin a set of
steps and then a couple more to work a full set of steps. Like many of us, I had
huge quantities of crap I was lugging around. I sometimes get an image of myself
riding a motorcycle and alongside me is one of those sidecars for a passenger.
Instead, of a passenger, though, it’s is loaded with fear, resentment, regret, secrecy,
and willfulness. I kept them safe with goggles, helmet and food. Lots and lots of
food. I kept the gas tank full and was constantly searching for lodging. A road trip
to and from hell, it was my life.
Lately, with the help of an amazing sponsor; continued step work, and a little grace
thrown in, the load is lighter and some days, I just leave the sidecar at home. If I do
bring it along, there’s often room for you and the many, many opportunities that
await us when we’re honest, open, and willing.

Public Information/ Public Outreach News
Hello everyone!
The Public Information/Outreach committee has been hard at work planning
ways to widen the circle of recovery in our community. We are getting the
word out through local churches, community newspapers, clinics,
counseling centers, etc. We welcome your ideas for community outreach!
We are also distributing a survey at local meetings to determine if there is a
need for more meetings. If you have not had the opportunity to complete a
survey, feel free to email me (mark1053@gmail.com) with the following
information: 1) In what part of town would you like to see additional
meeting(s)? 2) Days? 3) Times? 4) Topics?
Additionally, we are kicking off what we hope will become a monthly or
quarterly community-wide OA speaker meeting. Our first meeting will be
held Saturday, November 3rd at 6 pm. The location is the San Antonio
Clubhouse, 445 Recoleta Road. We will be bringing in a speaker to share
his/her personal message of recovery - what it was like, what happened,
and what it’s like now. Word will go out to San Antonio, Austin, Boerne and
beyond. This will be an opportunity to hear the message of OA recovery as
well as connect with other OA members from inside and outside the San
Antonio area. Please join us!
Finally, if you would like to help out with planning this meeting or helping
Public Information/Public Outreach in other ways, we need you! Our next
committee meeting will be held on Sunday, September 23rd, at 4:00 pm at
University United Methodist Church. For more information about any of the
above, feel free to contact me at 288-2243, or email mark1053@gmail.com.
Thank you!
Mark S.

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D.,
210-492-5400 or
www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

12 & 12

Chair

Public Information/
Public Outreach

Media and
Health
Fairs

“I put my hand in yours and
together we can do what we
could never do alone.”
OA Silent Retreat
Near Monastery Lake Pecos, New
Mexico
“Making Space For Recovery”
October 12th-14th, 2012
Sponsored by Northern New
Mexico OA Group
Contact Information:
Mimi: 505-699-9307
Jamie: 505-473-0538
Email: 2012pecos@comcast.net

OA’s Best-Selling Books:
Now for e-Readers!
To find these books, go to
your e-reader store and
search by title.
They are not available
through OA’s online
bookstore.
-The 12 Steps and 12
Traditions of Overeaters
Anonymous
-For Today
-Voices of Recovery
-Overeaters Anonymous,
Second Edition
-Abstinence
OPEN LITERATURE
POSITION:
We need help with the
literature position and there
are many duties both at
intergroup and in between.
You can help as much as
you want or as little as you
want and we need people
who are just willing to serve!
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Article by: Barb G.

At the August 11th Abstinence Workshop [in Region 7] it was very clear
that abstinence is very different from person to person. There is no one food plan
for everyone. For those of you who weren't there and aren't convinced of this
idea please check in the "Dignity of Choice" pamphlet and you will see High
Carbohydrate and Very Low Carbohydrate food plans on the same page. People in
OA have a lot of similarities in how they deal with food, but it is important to
recognize the existence of legitimate reasons, including work schedules and medical
needs for very different food plans.
	

This can cause newcomers some confusion. They ask: "Which food plan will
work for me?" My response is to make a beginning somewhere with the answer to
the question "What is my binge?" Years ago a newcomer told me that his binge was
going out to get a steak and cheese sub every night. Based on that I told him an
abstinence for him would start with not having that sub a day at a time. I also met a
couple of people whose only binge food was cola. It may be true in these cases that
other binge foods will be found later and food will need to be adjusted accordingly.
For those still having trouble identifying their binge foods, the process of writing and
sharing a food history (question one in the OA 12 & 12 Workbook) with an OA
friend or sponsor can help identify trigger foods.
	

Frequently a great difference can be achieved with eliminating the most
obvious and troublesome binge foods for a start. The words "for a start" are key.
There are eleven steps after step one. The wonderful fellowship we find at
meetings can mislead us into thinking that showing up at meetings and making
phone calls is enough. The "pink cloud" stage of the first few weeks of abstinence
can also lull us into thinking we have it made when in fact we have just made a good
beginning. A good beginning is an essential foundation for a lasting abstinence. In
architecture a good foundation is necessary so the house won't fall down. But
building nothing beyond the foundation will not produce a house that will keep
anyone warm in winter. No doubt good beginnings are important. The return of
the compulsion after the initial "pink cloud" wears off doesn't mean the program
doesn't work anymore. It only means it is time to add something new beyond the
fellowship through working the tools and a food plan in order to stay
abstinent. Tools and a workable food plan are terrific. But for most of us they will
eventually have to be supplemented with step work in order to get us beyond a few
weeks or months of abstinence. My experience is that I have been able to abstain
without the steps anywhere from two seconds to two years. The problem was
never knowing how long a given abstinence would last. Step work is what moved
me from chronic relapser to long-term abstinence.
Barb G. [Former San Antonian and current WSO Trustee from Region 7]
I Put My Hand in Yours...
and together we can do what we
could never do alone! No longer is
there a sense of hopelessness, no
longer must we each depend
upon our own unsteady willpower.
We are all together now, reaching
out our hands for power and
strength greater than ours, and as
we join hands, we find love and
understanding beyond our wildest
dreams.

RECOVERY QUOTES

A life well-lived requires that I continue to
change, grow and clean up the wreckage of
my past–and my present. If I do that, my life is
better than I could have ever imagined.
--Voices of Recovery, p. 68
Relapse is not contagious, but recovery is.
--Twelfth Step Within Handbook, p. 5
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Can’t get to a faceto-face meeting?

Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Up to date as of September 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library

has CDs with outstanding
speakers sharing their own
experience, strength and hope
working the steps, using the tools
and living the program. A great
recovery message is waiting for
you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

Online or Telephone
Meetings

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

"Virtual" Speakers

Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/
htmlspeakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G.
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Marilyn W.
(210) 333-2843

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

Literature:
Currently Big Book

MON

7:00 P.M.

Carolyn O.
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(210) 545-0707 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken R.
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri M-S.
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Mark S.
(210) 288-2243

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

Meeting Info

210-492-5400
Website
OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com
Overeaters Anonymous WSO
www.oa.org (English)
www.espanol.oa.org (Spanish)

WED

El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D.
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
Discusion

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra S.
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

THURS
Boerne

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great recovery

1st SAT

one liner or story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

Literatura/
discusion

Amanda G.
(210) 219-3295

Step Study
Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket
10:00 A.M.
Sarah
Chrysalis Counseling Center
Literature
(210) 846-6211 905 North Main, East Annex, Suite 9 78006 OA 12 & 12 /
Discussion

meeting changes, etc..
Email:

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

7:30 P.M.

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The Swan/
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Sharon V.
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
10:00 A.M.
Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Literature
12 & 12/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea B.
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

!
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SAAI Service Board

"The Swan/El Cisne"
Menu for October

By: Sharon V.

Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO Delegate: Lynn G.
Region III Representative:
Graciela M.
Standing Committees
Audio Library: Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives: Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Mark S.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative: Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: JoAnne R.)
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day - JoAnne R.
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat Christina K.
Welcome Back/ Newcomer Meeting:
Lea B.

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story or one liner to:
saoaswan@gmail.com

FEAR is a four letter word signifying for
me, FACE EVERYTHING AND
RECOVER. There is also another
acronym for FEAR which is what I used
to do. What do I do when I FACE
EVERYTHING AND RECOVER? What
does that action look like? I go to the Big
Book of Alcoholics Anonymous. That is
where I learned the basics about FEAR.
On page 68 the subject of fear is
discussed. It tells me what to do. At the
end of that section is the FEAR
PRAYER. "I ask the God of my
understanding to remove my FEAR and
direct my attention to what he would
have me be." It says that, "At once, we
commence to outgrow fear". It does not
say that it will be forever removed; it says
that I will commence to outgrow FEAR. I
follow a few simple guidelines prescribed
by sponsors and I do the action that
helps me begin the journey. When I read
the instructions and pass them on to
others I begin to FACE EVERYTHING
AND RECOVER.
I was born with two FEARS; fear of loud
noises and fear of heights. As a child I
picked up so many other FEARS and

they were learned. I learned to fear
snakes (maybe a healthy one in some
instances) fear of what others thought of
me, fear of losing a loved one, fear of
gaining weight, fear of losing it and trying
to find it again, fear ad nauseam and ad
infinitum. Those were all man-made
FEARS which immobilized me and kept
me in a state of spiritual disconnection.
Today I have learned to pray and rely on
my Higher Power aand ask for help. I
gather information and have a way to cope
by using the Steps and Tools of OA.
Sometimes when I am in relationship with
others FEAR can become apparent when
the relationship gets rocky. I realize some
relationships are not healthy. Before OA
principles came to be in my life I would try
to make all relationships work by joking
and laughing my way through the conflict.
Sometimes the best I can do in some
relationships is to have no relationship at
all. The contact is sometimes only
through Step Eleven. It is like I tell my
dogs, "Let's be cordial." For me FEAR
encompasses every facet of my life. That
is a big concept and I defer to the Big
Book whenever the "bogeyman" comes
calling.

Recovery Quotes
Humility means that we will no longer be shocked and horrified when we realize we
have yet another defect.
-The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous, p. 63
We walk together on this path of recovery. We follow the footprints in the sand of
those who have walked before us, and we leave footprints for those yet to come.
-Voices of Recovery, p. 105
I may indeed be very busy, but I won’t have a life if I don’t put my program first.
-A New Beginning, p. 14
If I want a relationship with God, I must do exactly what I do when I want
relationships with people: I have to spend time with him, talk to him, listen to him.
-Seeking the Spiritual path, p. 5
WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

Don’t forget that when the heart is heavy and resistance is low, and the mind is troubled and
confused, there is much comfort in a true and understanding friend standing by. You have that
Voicesfriend in Overeaters Anonymous.
-Before You Take That First Compulsive Bite, Remember...

We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

MONTHLY SPONSORING
WORKSHOPS
Note: New Times! & New
Format!
Next one:
Steps on How to Begin
Saturday, November 3, 2012
The 1st Saturday of every
month at 9:45am-11:30am
(shortly after the 8:30
meeting)
ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop
410)

About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from which
the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and is
directly responsible to, local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with the
World Service Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous and may be
reached at:
P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio, Texas,
78201

“I put my hand in yours and
together we can do what we
could never do alone.”
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First Things First
By Mark
I realize today that if I don’t start my
morning with taking the first step, I’m
headed for trouble. For a long time, I
lived under the illusion that I was
managing my own life just fine, blind
to the reality that it was a wreck. The
food had placed me in a spiritual and
emotional prison, and because that
part of my life was out of control, I
desperately tried to control people,
places and things. Today, I gladly admit
that without my Higher Power, my life
really is unmanageable. Slogans and
bits of wisdom about the first step
heard at meetings helps me to keep
this in mind. In fact, I read these daily
and it helps me keep my head
screwed on straight:
Step One……
It helps me to get my mind off of
myself. It’s the single most important
thing I can do to make myself available
for recovery under my Higher
Power’s guidance.
It reminds me that I don’t have to
know the plan before God reveals it.
It reminds me that I am not a master
of the universe.
It reminds me that I no longer have to
bark out orders to God.
It allows me to give other people the
dignity to live their own lives.
It is not an admission of defeat, but
the beginning of victory.
It helps me to live within my
limitations but also up to my
capabilities.
Not a single inch of progress can
begin until this first step of surrender
and acceptance is taken.
It reminds me that by letting go of a
battle I’m sure to lose, I can become
free.
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It allows me to put a little spiritual
space between my problems and
myself.
Recognizing my life is
unmanageable is the first step
toward managing it.
Surrender doesn’t mean
submission-it means I’m willing to
stop fighting reality, to stop trying
to do God’s part, and to do my
own.
It keeps me from over-analyzing
situations in an attempt to control
the uncontrollable.

IDEA DAY

International Day of Experiencing
Abstinence
Together We Can..
Saturday, 17 November 2012
9:30am Registration
10am-12pm Program
University United Methodist Church
5084 DeZavala, San Antonio, TX
78249
(Corner of Vance Jackson &
DeZavala; near IH-10)
Experience, Strength & Hope for the
Holidays
Fun & Fellowship
RAFFLE! (Gift Bargains)
Suggested donation of $5.00
Bring items for the RAFFLE
I Put My Hand in Yours...
and together we can do what we
could never do alone! No longer is
there a sense of hopelessness, no
longer must we each depend upon
our own unsteady willpower. We are
all together now, reaching out our
hands for power and strength greater
than ours, and as we join hands, we
find love and understanding beyond
our wildest dreams.

OPEN LITERATURE
POSITION:
We need help with the
literature position and there
are many duties both at
intergroup and in between.
You can help as much as
you want or as little as you
want and we need people
who are just willing to serve!

GREAT VALUE

-by an OA member

Big Book.......................$8.50
OA 12 and 12.............$13.45
7th Tradition.................$2.00
Abstinence........PRICELESS

The Boerne Thursday
10am meeting is looking for
speakers and sponsors. If
you are interested, please
contact Katherine M. @
210-771-2459 or
katherinemorehead@gmail
.com

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Nov 3 Sponsorship Workshop
at
9:45am
Nov 9
S.A.A.I. Monthly
at
Business Meeting:
9:45am
Church of the
Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is
welcome to attend)
Nov 9
S.A.A.I. Welcome
at
Back/ Newcomer
10am
Meeting
Church of the
Reconciliation
SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D.,
210-492-5400 or
www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

Public Information/
Public Outreach

Media and
Health
Fairs
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OA SPEAKER
MEETING
Experience, strength and hope — shared by someone
who has found lasting recovery in the Overeaters
Anonymous way of life
Please join us for the launch of an OA speaker meeting
that will feature members from within and outside of
San Antonio. Whatever problem you may have with
food, you are welcome at this meeting.
Date: Saturday, Nov. 3, 2012
Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: 445 Recoleta Road (The Clubhouse, not to be
confused with Club 12 down the street!)
Speaker: Connie C. from Corpus Christi
“I put my hand in yours, and together we can do
what we could never do alone.”
The Clubhouse is located at 445 Recoleta road on the
WEST side of San Pedro. The street can be a little
difficult to see from San Pedro. It is one block SOUTH
of the traffic light that says Recoleta/El Mio. The turn is
between Nagel’s Gun Shop and Eurospeed Auto
Dealer, directly across the street from Pep Boys. Go to
end of block, and it’s on your right. RAFFLE! (Gift
Bargains)

A Quiet Voice or a Bullhorn
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COME JOIN US!!!
Overeaters Anonymous
Friday 9:30am
Meeting
SPEAKER MEETING
Every 2nd Friday of
Each Month
Dates for 2012-2013:
November 9
December 14
January 11
February 8
March 8
April 12
May 10
June 14
July 12
August 9
September 13
October 11
November 8
December 13
Northeast Christian
Church
2839 Woodbury
Nacogdoches and 410

By Mac

Sometimes my Higher Power speaks to me in a quiet voice but at other
times, he uses a bullhorn.
I was having a nagging thought that I should begin attending OA meetings again
after a break of several years. This was the quiet voice of my Higher Power
speaking to me. I had lost over a hundred pounds during the previous three
years but the weight loss was slowing down and the fear that I might start
gaining it back became more prominent every day. I kept putting off finding out
about local OA meetings and doing so made me feel guilty.
Finally, one Monday afternoon I went to the national OA website and searched
for meetings in San Antonio. I hadn't really decided to attend one yet but just
wanted to see what choices there were. This was when my Higher Power
pulled out the bullhorn. THERE'S A MEETING IN A FEW HOURS THAT IS
ONLY FOUR BLOCKS FROM YOUR HOUSE. BE THERE!
I heard, I went, and my life was changed.
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Can’t get to a faceto-face meeting?

Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Up to date as of August 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library

has CDs with outstanding
speakers sharing their own
experience, strength and hope
working the steps, using the tools
and living the program. A great
recovery message is waiting for
you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

Online or Telephone
Meetings

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G.
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Marilyn W.
(210) 333-2843

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

Literature:
Currently Big Book

MON

7:00 P.M.

Carolyn O.
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(210) 545-0707 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken R.
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri M-S.
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Mark S.
(210) 288-2243

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

"Virtual" Speakers

Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/
htmlspeakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info

210-492-5400
Website
OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com
Overeaters Anonymous WSO
www.oa.org (English)
www.espanol.oa.org (Spanish)

El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

Amanda G.
(210) 219-3295

THURS
Boerne

10:00 A.M.

Katheryn M.
(210) 771-2459

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D.
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
Discusion

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra S.
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great recovery

1st SAT

one liner or story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

Literatura/
discusion

7:30 P.M.

meeting changes, etc..
Email:

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

WED

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The Swan/
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Sharon V.
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
10:00 A.M.
Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study
Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket
St. Helena Episcopal Church East Annex
Literature
410 North Main Boerne 78006
BB Study
Discussion

Literature
Discussion
Speaker 2nd Fri.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/
Discussion

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea B.
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

!

November 2012

SAAI Service Board
Chair: Barbara D.
Vice Chair: James D.
Treasurer: Elaine L.
Recording Secretary: Kara M.
Communications Secretary:
Christina K.
Parliamentarian: Ken R.
WSO Delegate: Lynn G.
Region III Representative:
Graciela M.
Standing Committees
Audio Library: Graciela M. and
Deardra S.
Archives: Barbara F.
Communications
Chair: Christina K.
•
Outreach Email - Katherine M.
•
Website Updates JoAnne R & Gwen B.
Public Information/ Public Outreach
Chair: Mark S.
•
Meeting Info Line Lori P.
•
Media OPEN
•
Health Fairs OPEN
Literature
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: Barbara F)
Email Orders to:
bfetech@hotmail.com
Helper: Karen J.
Lifeline Representative: Deardra S.
12 & 12
Chair: OPEN
(Temporary Chair: JoAnne R.)
•
Sponsorship - Barbara D.
•
I.D.E.A. Day - JoAnne R.
•
Unity Day
•
Slumber Falls Retreat Christina K.
Welcome Back/ Newcomer Meeting:
Lea B.

Others want to hear from
you! Please submit your
story or one liner to:
saoaswan@gmail.com

"The Swan/El Cisne"
Step 11

By: Barbara D

STEP 11 — Sought through prayer
and meditation to improve our
conscious contact with God, as we
understood Him, praying only for
our knowledge of His will for us and
the power to carry that out.

power to carry that out, whatever that
is.
How can we do this? There are
so many ways; there are libraries of
books on how to pray and meditate.
Every organized religion has its own
suggestions, and every unorganized
For those of you just starting
religion ... (just kidding). There are
out, I’d like to point out that the steps specific suggestions in the Big Book,
are in order and that this is number 11 the AA 12 and 12 as well as the OA 12
out of 12. :-) Therefore it’s important and 12. There are also non-program
to have done 1 through 10 before
tapes to listen to. Some people suggest
hurtling yourself into this step. Why? that meditating while exercising,
Because, as I have heard, in the first
walking, gardening,work very well. We
three steps I clear the path with a
are in the 21st century, people, and you
Higher Power, in steps four through
can come up with your own way.
nine I clear the wreckage of my
I believe one of the reasons that
actions with my fellow human beings. step 11 comes after the first 10 is
In step 10 I learn to keep both of
because step 11 requires perseverance.
those paths clear. THEN I am ready
While I have studied meditation for
to work on step 11. Not before.
several years under a specific teacher, I
In a very simple way, prayer
have never been hit by a bolt of
has been defined for me as talking to lightning or had the smoke of a genie
God/Higher Power and meditation
in the bottle appeared in my living
has been defined as listening to this
room and tell me what to do. That has
Higher Power. No one does this the
not been my experience. My experience
same way and that is one of the
has been that I get quiet within myself,
beauties of this program. No one has however I do that, and reaffirm that
to do it the same way.
my Higher Power is guiding me for my
The real question is, why step
highest good. And I also affirm that all
11? The first purpose is to improve
I wish is to know what my Higher
our conscious contact. In other words Power’s will is for me and for the
our mindful, aware and deliberate
power to carry that out — somehow,
contact with this Higher Power,
things work out. It doesn’t mean that
regardless of our understanding of
nasty stuff hasn’t happened. It does
this Power.
mean that I have been able to remain
Why work on improving this
abstinent and relatively sane
contact? In this step the answer is
throughout some pretty horrific
clear. There are two reasons why we
experiences. And I am very grateful to
need to do this. We need to pray for
this step, to Overeaters Anonymous
what our Higher Power’s will is for us. and to the fellowship for my abstinence
And secondly, we need to pray for the and my sanity. Thank you.
WSO Daily Meditation

www.oa.org

In Step Eleven, we learn
the principle of spiritual awareness as we turn our attention
Voices
to the practices of prayer and meditation.
-The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous, p. 105

We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
www.oasanantonio.org

MONTHLY SPONSORING
WORKSHOPS
Note: New Times! & New
Format!
Next one:
Saturday, December 1, 2012
The 1st Saturday of every
month at 9:45am-11:30am
(shortly after the 8:30
meeting)
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Recovery Quotes
“The most important day of abstinence is today.”
-Anonymous
“My mind is a dangerous neighborhood, I dare not go there alone.”
-Anonymous
“I can’t; God can; I think I’ll let God.”
-The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous, p. 19

HOW TO START SPONSORING

By: An OA Member

There are 50 ways to leave your lover, as the song goes, but they're
plenty more than that on how to start, continue and stop sponsoring ―
whether you're the sponsor or the sponsee.

ANYONE can attend!
Brigid Room, Church of
Reconciliation
8900 Starcrest Drive
San Antonio, TX 78217
(Corner of Starcrest &
Barrington; outside of Loop
410)

About S.A.A.I.
(San Antonio Area Intergroup)
The primary purpose of the San
Antonio Area Intergroup is to aid
those with the problem of
compulsive eating through the
Twelve Steps of Overeaters
Anonymous, and to serve and
represent the OA groups from which
the Intergroup is formed.
The S.A.A.I. Service Board is
organized for the support of and is
directly responsible to, local
member OA Groups (re: Ninth
Tradition).
S.A.A.I. is duly registered with the
World Service Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous and may be
reached at:
P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio, Texas,
78201

“I put my hand in yours and
together we can do what we
could never do alone.”

THE QUESTION(S)
I suppose it all begins when someone asks you to be their sponsor. It
also begins when you say to yourself, “Who do I want for a sponsor?”
A suggestion in this process involves a three-part sequence: 1. Check
with your (higher) self. 2. Check with your Higher Power and 3. [Only if you
are beginning to sponsor] check with your sponsor.
Remember the ground rules for sponsoring: There are no contracts.
This does not have to be for life. You don't need a lawyer to divorce your
sponsor OR your sponsees. If you start feeling uncomfortable, it is permitted
and actually encouraged to talk about your discomfort with the other person.
Unlike family members, you will be surprised at how painless and productive
this process can be.
Are you worried about being a sponsor? Please recall that Bill W and
Dr. Bob had no experience being sponsors, had no one else to check in with,
and no literature to read (at least approved literature). Yet they did a fine job.
And yes, they made mistakes. However, we have a step for that, step 10.
☺
THE BEGINNING
In the beginning are the negotiations. What do I mean by that? There
are thousands and thousands of people who are recovering in Overeaters
Anonymous. Each one, hopefully, has a sponsor and is sponsoring. No one
does it the same way. Not a single one. But in a relationship, which a sponsor/
sponsee is, there can be a discussion, an OPEN discussion of expectations, the
realistic kind. Not the kind that says “as long as I'm sponsoring you, you will
be perfect” OR “as long as you are my sponsor, you must be perfect.”
Remember, no one is perfect, regardless of what you have learned or heard.
Negotiations may include some or all of the following: the number of
calls and when, the number of meetings, the number of tools used. Realistic

OPEN LITERATURE
POSITION:
We need help with the
literature position and
there are many duties
both at intergroup and in
between. You can help as
much as you want or as
little as you want and we
need people who are just
willing to serve!

The Boerne Thursday
10am meeting is looking for
speakers and sponsors. If
you are interested, please
contact Katherine M. @
210-771-2459 or
katherinemorehead@gmail
.com

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Dec 1 Sponsorship Workshop
at
9:45am
Dec 8
S.A.A.I. Monthly
at
Business Meeting:
9:45am
Church of the
Reconciliation, Brigid
Room (Everyone is
welcome to attend)
Dec 8
S.A.A.I. Welcome
at
Back/ Newcomer
10am
Meeting
Church of the
Reconciliation
SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
Contact: Barbara D.,
210-492-5400 or
www.OASanAntonio.com
Literature

Chair

Public Information/
Public Outreach

Media and
Health
Fairs
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expectations of human beings include such things as, “what do I do if you
don’t call or I can’t get a hold of you?”
Please remember, both sponsors and sponsees, no single person can
give the program (and hopefully recovery) to any other person. This is a “we”
program. We work the steps. We make phone calls. We go to meetings. We
use the tools.
During these “negotiations” it might be useful to talk about what are
the responsibilities of a sponsor? What are the responsibilities of the sponsee?
Perhaps you and your prospective sponsor/sponsee might want to make lists
and then compare them.
Remember we are all powerless over food, every single one of us. We
work the steps and use the tools to have a Higher Power who can remove our
compulsion. As a sponsor my primary responsibility is to guide someone
through the steps and the use of the tools. However, one of my sponsors used
to say that my responsibility as a sponsor was simply to give my love and
time to my sponsees.
STEPS
There are many resources for the new sponsors. Check the Overeaters
Anonymous literature. There are many, many pamphlets. A newly revised
version of “Sponsoring through the steps” has been issued this year. Try it,
you might like it.
Other helps for assisting people through the steps include — the Big
Book, the AA 12 and 12, the OA 12 and 12. And if that isn’t enough, there are
indexes in For Today and in Voices of Recovery, both of which list each of the
steps and the tools.
God...
grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot
change, courage to change the things I can, and
wisdom to know the difference.

COME JOIN US!!!
Overeaters Anonymous Friday 9:30am Meeting
SPEAKER MEETING
Every 2nd Friday of Each Month
Dates for 2012-2013:
December 14, January 11, February 8
March 8, April 12, May 10, June 14
July 12, August 9, September 13
October 11, November 8, December 13
Northeast Christian Church
2839 Woodbury Nacogdoches and 410

I Put My Hand in
Yours...
and together we can
do what we could
never do alone! No
longer is there a
sense of
hopelessness, no
longer must we each
depend upon our own
unsteady willpower.
We are all together
now, reaching out our
hands for power and
strength greater than
ours, and as we join
hands, we find love
and understanding
beyond our wildest
dreams.
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Can’t get to a faceto-face meeting?

Try a telephone or online meeting
or download an awesome "virtual"
speaker? Quick and easy access is
a click of the mouse or call away.

San Antonio Area Meeting Schedule
For Schedule Changes or Cancellations: Call 210-492-5400 or
Go To http://www.oasanantonio.com/Announcements.html
Up to date as of November 2012
Please submit changes to: OASanAntonio@gmail.com

SAAI Audio Library

has CDs with outstanding
speakers sharing their own
experience, strength and hope
working the steps, using the tools
and living the program. A great
recovery message is waiting for
you.
Contact: Graciela or Deardra.

Online or Telephone
Meetings

http://www.oa.org/ meetings/ finda-meeting-online.php

SUN

5:00 P.M.

Lynn G.
(210) 240-3277

University United Methodist Church
Main Entrance Second Floor, Room 210
5084 De Zavala (at Vance Jackson) 78230

Step Study/
Discussion and
Speaker (2nd Sun)

MON

9:30 A.M.

Marilyn W.
(210) 333-2843

Shearer Hills Baptist Church
South Building, Room 128
12615 San Pedro 78216-2848

Literature:
Currently Big Book

MON

7:00 P.M.

Carolyn O.
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church
(210) 545-0707 14700 San Pedro (at Winding Way) 78232

Literature/
Discussion

MON
Lunes

7:00 P.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

La Iglesia El Divino Redentor
2802 West Salinas 78203
(la casa en frente de la iglesia—por favor
entrar por la puerta del costado)

Literatura/
Discusion

MON

7:30 P.M.

Ken R.
(210) 520-3727

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
6110 NW Loop 410 78238-3399

Discussion

TUES

10:00 A.M.

Terri M-S.
(210) 543-8938

BB Study

TUES

7:00 P.M.

Mark S.
(210) 288-2243

WED
8:30 A.M.
Miercoles

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

Bandera Road Community Church,
Genesis Building in the Under the Sea
Room
9431 Bandera Road 78250
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
Ruth Room
6501 Broadway 78209
La iglesia se llama
Madison Square Presbyterian Church
319 Camden 78215
(Esta cerca del centro, atras del hospital
Bautista y la libreria central.)

"Virtual" Speakers

Audio files can be downloaded to
your computer, mp3 player, or
mobile device.
OA Los Angeles
http://www.oalaig.org/
htmlspeakers.php

San Antonio Area
Intergroup (SAAI)
Meeting Info

210-492-5400
Website
OASanAntonio.org
Email
OASanAntonio@gmail.com
Newsletter
saoaswan@gmail.com
Overeaters Anonymous WSO
www.oa.org (English)
www.espanol.oa.org (Spanish)

El Cisne”,
up to date messages,

Amanda G.
(210) 219-3295

THURS
Boerne

10:00 A.M.

Katherine M.
(210) 771-2459

THURS

7:00 P.M.

Susan D.
(210) 410-0302

Unity Church of San Antonio
1723 West Lawndale Drive 78209

BB Study

FRI
Viernes

8:30 A.M.

Graciela M.
(210) 219-9660

660 North Main
(frente a la biblioteca central) 78205

Literatura/
Discusion

FRI

9:30 A.M.

Deardra S.
N.E. Christian Church
(210) 391-1638 2839 Woodbury (at Nacodoches) 78217
(.6 miles outside Loop 410)

SAT

8:30 A.M.

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Literature/
Discussion

1st SAT

9:45 A.M.

Sharon V.
(830) 227-5522
(210) 863-3338
Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Sponsoring
Workshop

2nd SAT

9:45 A.M.

Barbara D.
(210) 637-7203

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Business
Meeting

2nd SAT

10:00 A.M.

Lea B.
(210) 396-9295

Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

SAAI Newcomer/
"Welcome Back"

saoaswan@gmail.com
Heard a great recovery
one liner or story?
Email:
saoaswan@gmail.com

Literatura/
Discusion

7:30 P.M.

meeting changes, etc..
Email:

12 & 12 Study/
Discussion

WED

To Receive SAAI
Newsletter, “The Swan/
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Church of Reconciliation Brigid Room
8900 Starcrest 78217

Step Study
Newcomers’ Ask It
Basket
St. Helena Episcopal Church East Annex
Literature
410 North Main Boerne 78006
BB Study
Discussion

Literature
Discussion
Speaker 2nd Fri.

